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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
MONDAY I APRIL 29
8:30 - 12:00

REGISTRATION ,... SEED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
COFFEE, COKES;, DOUGHNUTS- Every day at 10:00 and
3:00. Courtesy the equipment manufacturers and their
representatives. :

10:00 - 12:00

CAMPUS TOURS

10:00

MOVIES

12:00

1:15 -

2:00

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

2:00 -

3:00

AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS ·.
James Henderson

3:00 -

5:00

' Your Choice:
PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS
Continuous and simultaneous demonstrations of
different makes and models of air.:screen cleaners, disc
and cylinder.separators, gravity s,eparators, roll mills,
magnetic arid electrostatic se·parators, elevators, and
other equipment used in seed processing plants.
TESTING DEMONSTRATIONS
Germination tests - evaluation of results
Special tests - Florescence, phenol, experimental
Discussion of problems

6:30- 7:30

7:30-

1

til

Hospitality Hour, Courtesy Morton Chemical
Company. (Panogen)
Barbecued Chicken Dinner - Entertainment
, Courtesy of Mississippi Seed Improvement Association,
Mississippi Seedsmen•s Association, Seedsmen•s
Short Course.
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TUESDAY I APRIL 30
8:30 -

9:30

9:30 - 10:00

DIMENSIONAL SIZING OF SEED
T. E. Hartman
SEED COAT CHARACTERISTICS
· C. E. Vaughan

10:30 - 11:30

GRAVITY SEPARATIONS
J. H. Moore
W. D.Munroe

11:30 - 12:00

PROBLEM SESSION

1:30-

2:15

RESEARCH AT THE SEED LAB
H . . Dean Bunch

2:15 -

3:00

THE TETRAZOUUM TEST FOR SEED VIABILITY
James C . . Delouche

3:30 -

5:00

Your Choice:
.PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS
SEED TESTING BULL-SESSION
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WEDNESDAY I MAY 1

8:30 -

9:00

9:00 - 10:00

10:30 - 11:30

11:30 - 12:00
1:30 -

5:00

DETERIORATION OF SEED
James C. De louche
DEHUMIDIFIED SEED STORAGE
H. Kaufman
W. K. Pendleton
SEED TREATMENT
C. Hutchinson
R. A. McKnight

T. C. Ryker
H. Wright

MORE PROBLEMS
Your Choice:
PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS
All Equipment in operation.
Individual practice in operating equipment
if you wish.
Special attention to specific cleaning problems.
TETRAZOLIUM WORKSHOP
You may learn the fundamentals of tetrazolium testing
or brush up on your present skills.

7:00 -

Mississippi Style Barbecue
Courtesy Sawanl Inc. Co~umbus ,Mississippi
Awarding of Certificates
I

I
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THURSDAY I MAY 2

8:30 - 10:00

10:30 - 12:00

MATERIALS HANDLING
R. A. Graves
R. H. · Marsh
AUTOMATION
E. Brown
J. Henderson

L. B. Johnson
R. W. McPherson

1:30 - 3:00

COTTONSEED QUALITY
W. ·P. Caldwell · R. Parker
N. Justus
R. 0 . -Thomas

3:30 -

THE COTTONSEED-COCKLEBUR PROBLEM
H. Dean Bunch
S . Parkman

5:00

THE SEED TECHNOLOGY STORY IN MISSISSIPPI
H. Dean BunchY
Historically in the area of crop science large amounts of public
money and effort have been expended in land grant institutions in the area of
breeding. This is as it should have been and today even more emphasis must
be placed on this basic step in crop improvement. However a look backward
a few decades will show that there was no organized system of passing the
fruits of breeding programs on to the farmer - the man for whom the breeding
was done. As a result varieties were lost mixed with inferior varieties or
did not get distributed far beyond the door of the experiment station.
In an attempt to make sure that farmers obtain varietally pure seed
Wisconsin in 1913 started a field inspection system. Other states followed
and from these efforts seed certification programs began. Foundation seed
programs usually within or in connection with the experiment station or
extension division were organized to provide the seed certification agencies
with varietally pure seed stocks.
Concurrent with these efforts on the part of public institutions and
certification agencies was the development and expansion of private seed
companies engaged in the breeding and distribution of their own varieties
and hybrids .
During this period of the development of a seed industry state and
federal seed laws were established and developed through a series of changes
so that by 19 39 the present Federal Seed Act was put into effect which requires proper labeling of interstate seed shipments. At the same time state
laws were enacted to set forth standards of seed quality in reference to
physical impurities and viability of seed .
. These developments in the seed industry the stimulus of crop production during World War II the exodus of labor from the farm to the city
the increased mechanization and the high cost of labor and machinery on
the farm all started coming to a focus about 15 or 20 years ago.
To the man engaged in the seed business whether in production
processing or marketing this meant that the farmer was becoming more discriminating in his tastes when it came to buying seed. He began taking
greater interest in seeking out seed of improved varieties and hybrids: he
began to be more cognizant of the potential germination of his planting seed
I
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and the amount and kind of weed seeds present, (This trend has been ·increasing by leaps and bounds so that the day is almost past when just any
kind of seed can be sold).
Where did this leave the seedsman? Here he was in the middle between
breeding programs putting out new varieties, and farmers (supported by seed
laws) demanding a clean bag of seed that would grow - fast. · Here was the
seedsman with inadequate equipment to clean his seed, yet at the same time
beset by salesmen unfamiliar with their equipment. Here he was with conveying equipment grinding his seed to feed; buying and selling seed, the
germination of which was declining faster than he could move it. In addition to
these troubles he was having difficulty in the proper operation of his equipment,
and in the safe handling and storage of seed because his personnel was not
trained for the job.
It was against this background that representatives of the Mississippi
Seedsmen's Association and the Southern Seedsmen ' s Association met to discuss
the possibility of establishing a regional center for reseQrch and training in seeds.
It was the opinion of these men that if a new improved variety of a crop were to
make its intended contribution, the seed should be made available to the farmer
(1) varietally pure, (2) of a high percentage viability, (3) free of noxious weed
seeds, {4) in adequate quantities and (5) at a reasonable price. It was toward
these goals that a research and training program was ou tlined and put into action .
. The first action caine when the ' Mississippi Legislature of 1948-50, at
the request of the Experiment Station and the commercial seeds men, appropriated
$75,000 to initiate the project. Mississippi State provided the building (the
south end of the Old Textile Building), thereby making it possible to spend the
major portion of these appropriations for equipment and operations . . Manufacturers of seed processing equipment , realizing the significance of the project, contributed large quantities of specialized equipment. In the beginning,
Title II appropriations from the Agricultural Marketing Service, matched by state
funds provided for research personnel, operational expenses and for additional
equipmeot. Because· it was established to serve the Southeast and because of
the regional interest of seeds men , the laboratory was known as the Southern
Regional Seed Research Laboratory . In effect , however, financing and direction
was always a Mississippi affair , therefore 4 or 5 years ago the name was
changed to the Mississippi Seed Technology-Laboratory . But by whatever name,
it is considered to be one of the most complete facilities of its kind with the most
complete seed science and technology training curriculum in the world.
The course of direction has shifted a few times since the facility was put
into operation 13 years ago , but never the aim- the aim of supplying research
information to help seedsmen supply our farmers with high quality seed; and the
training of men and women for service in the various areas of seed production,
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processing, testing, marketing and related areas.
The training curriculum is set up as a division of Agronomy. The basic
courses are essentially the same as for Agronomy Crops. In addition, 7 "seed"
courses (production, processing, testing and physiology) as well as additional
courses in Agricultural Engineering and Business are required. Mr. Burns Welch
of the Agricultural Engineering Department teaches 3 of the seed processing
courses and is considered a member of the Laboratory staff.
The majority of research funds are administered directly to Seed Lab
projects from the Director's Office from state sources, conventional federalexperiment station funds, contracts with seeds men's groups, the Agricultural
Marketing Service and the Agency for Interna tiona! Development,
The establishment of the Laboratory was a new venture. This is not
to infer that no research and training was being done elsewhere. Subject
matter in t h e broad field of seed technology is a part of certain crops, soils,
horticu l ture, pathology, and entomology courses . Some seed testing research
was being done as a sort of sideline in seed regulatory laboratories, and the
agricultural engineers have provided information applicable to some extent, in
their experimentations with the handling of grain. But the idea behind the Seed
Technology program was to provide and develop a single facility where those
problems dealing directly with seed could be given more detailed study.
New ideas don't just happen and new developments do not progress
unaided . Just as there must be a source of energy for the photo-synthetic
processes, so the new-envisioned seed research and training center had to
have a source of energy. It is a dangerous undertaking for one to cite individuals who are responsible for the success (or failure for that matter) of
a group action, because a word here or a single vote there by someone in the
right place at the right time can change the course of history . Nevertheless,
we shall mention a few who have played significant parts in the short history
of the La bora tory .
On the part of the Southern Seedsmen's Association , Dr. Lane Wilson,
Executive Vice-President, played an important part in early planning . Probably
no single person in the seed industry of the South enjoys more esteemed
admiration and trust from all segments -experiment stations , crop improvement
associations, seed control people, and commercial seeds men - than does Dr.
Wilson . His personal interest and the interest of the group which he represented was influential during the developmental stage . . Later he was instrumental in getting a Southern Seedsmen's Fellowship established at
Mississippi State which helped two men obtain degrees 1 the speaker being
one -and very grateful too for the assistance . Another man, who among
seedsmen is probably the most cognizous for the need of research, has figured
quite prominently in our program. ~r. Jim Sutherland, of McNairs Seed Company

I
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Laurinburg, North Carolina, when he was president of the S. S.A. persuaded that
organization and the 13 State Seed Associations to put money in research at the
Laboratory. We shall say more about this later.
Of the Mississippi seeds men who contributed heart, mind, and energy to
the realization of a seed center in Mississippi, none gave greater service than
Noble Pace, seeds man then of Cleveland, now retired in Columbus. He and
Charlie McNeil of the Mississippi Federated Coopetative were no doubt the
leaders in selling the idea to the administration at the University and to the
Legislature. There were others who contributed from this group, but Noble Pace
is generally conceded to be the father of the idea.
From the beginning, the entire membership of the Mississippi Seedsmen's
Association have given solid moral support, and in addition has provided scholarship awards for deserving students. To further show their appreciation the program committee always has representation from the Laboratory on the program of
their annual meetings .
In the Experiment Station., firm support was given the project by Director
Frank Welch, and direction was ably supplied by our late Mr. Pete Sanders, who
was Research Coordinator at the time. Professor W . C. Howell, Head of
Agricultural Engineering, had the responsibility of equipping the laboratory with
seed processing machines. In addition to planning the layout of equipment,
which included the remodeling of a portion of the building, he, along with Mr.
Pace, had to convince key equipment manufacturers that it was good business to
place equipment in the laboratory on a loan basis. This was an important and
necessary job, since the appropriation was not ample to buy all of the equipment.
The late Oby Easely of the Agricultural Engineering Department contributed
greatly in the early stages through assistance in the installation of equipment
and instruction of the first classes in the engineering phases .
These were the chief figures during the days when the Laboratory was
getting fitted physically for operation. Various committees representing
different areas of interest were appointed by the Director . Principal people
involved here, I believe, included Dr. John Presley, then in Pathology;
A. L. Hamner, Entomology; Dr o Joe Edmond, Horticulture; and the late Dr.
R. C. Eckhardt, Peter Bennett and myself represented Agronomy.
Once in operation but long before the dust had settled, Dr. W. L. Giles,
now Vice-President for Agriculture and Forestry at Mississippi State University,
was placed in charge of the Laboratory program along with his other duties in
forage crops. The late Dr. Si Marchbanks, who had the honor of earning the
first PHD Degree at Mississippi State University , was added to the staff and
was placed in charge of the physical plant and day to day operation, and the
responsibility for some of the teaching load. Before Dr. Giles had really
warmed up to the job he accepted the responsibilities as Superintendent of the
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Delta Branch Experiment Station. Dr. Louis Wise, our present Dean of Agriculture,
was then selected to replace Dr. Giles.
The story as it concerns people would not be complete without the mention
of two men who have been staunch allies throughout this period while the
Laboratory was having 11 growing pains 11 , and up to the present day. Without the
patience and forebearance of Mr. Henry Leveck, Director of the Experiment Station
and Dr. C. Dale Hoover, Head of the Agronomy Department, the job of bringing
the Laboratory to its present status would have been impossible. Financing a
unique type of cooperative program with industry and the newness of the facility
presented problems which required understanding and guidance which these men
ably gave.
This is the background surrounding the organization and development
of the Seed Technology program. What is the story in terms of action? Because
of the shortage of staff and the relatively large amount of equipment, the first
5 or 6 years saw the emphasis chiefly on training and extension-type work among
seedsmen. The amount of this type work has not decreased but with a more
adequately-sized staff, research is playing a more important part each year.
One of the aims of the Laboratory was to provide some training to persons already
in the seed business. The annual Short Course for Seedsmen held each spring
started as an offering for seed processors in the Southeastern states. However,
for the past 8 or 9 years, producers, crop improvement people, analysts, and
seedsmen from all areas of the industry have attended. A typical annual group
of 17 5 represents 25-30 states and 2, or 3 countries. The Short Course is
supported by enrollement fees and by the free and willing contribution of
technical assistance supplied by the equipment manufacturers. The Mississippi
Seed Improvement Association and the Mississippi Seedsmen's Association
provide a chicken barbecue for the participants; Sa wan, Inc. of Columbus has
always given a big Southern style barbecue at Columbus; and the equipment
manufacturers have contributed to the pleasure of the group by supplying
doughnuts , coffee, cokes and assorted drinks.
These occasions have acqlianited about 2500 seedsmen and other
interested persons in the latest developments in the field of seed processing
and testing. Several hundred additional persons are reached through the
Proceedings which have been published the past 4 years . Further contact is
made with seedsmen and farmers through the many problems which are continually presented to us and through the approximately 1500 persons who have
visited the La bora tory in addition to those attending Short Courses.
As important as are the contact of short courses, visitors, and
analysis of problems, we think that the major contribution of the Laboratory
in this short time has been in our graduates, for we have been exceedingly
fortunate to have had a high percentage of excellent students. The success
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of the Laboratory as a training medium will in the long run depend upon the
performance of these graduates in the field. The variety of positions which
they as a group occupy give an indication of. the opportunities in the general
field of seed science and technology, and the ability of the Laboratory to supply
them. By our last count, the 50 odd graduates (B.S., M.S., and Ph.D.) reside
in the states of Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia, Illinois, Nebraska, Ohio, California, Washington, and
about 1/3 of them here in Mississippi.
Some of the jobs include State Seed Analyst (in 2 states), Extension Seed
Specialists (in 2 states), Manager of Foundation Seed Program (in 2 states),
Crop Improvement Secretary, Crop Improvement -Inspector, Agronomists in State
Experiment Station closely connected with seed projects (several in this category).
These jobs might be considered in the area of public work. Commercial firms
have hired men for processing plant managers, farm managers, agronomists in
charge of seed production, plant breeders, managers of grain eleva tors, salesmen,
and manufacturers' agent of seed processing equipment. At -least 2 men are in
the business of chemicals and one in finance, but even those fields are close
to seed.
The area of influence of the Seed Technology program has spread beyond
the borders of this country in recent years. At the request of the Foreign
Agricultural Service and the International Cooperation Administration (now
called the Agency for International Development), the Laboratory started in
the summer of 1956 to provide a 5 week concentrated course in seed improvement for agriculturists from other countries. This course is chiefly one in
processing and testing, but also includes instruction in areas of foundation
seed production, certification, drying, treating and storage. During the six
years in which this course has operated, 90 men and women from 32 different
countries have participated. These figures do not include international
students who attend school under the regular curriculum.
Four years ago the La bora tory entered into a contract with ICA to supply
further international training both inside and outside the U.S. As a result of
this agreement, personnel of the Laboratory have traveled in 35 countries on
surveys of seed problems, conducted training schools in Asia and South
America, served as advisors to 4 regional seed improvement conferences in
Latin America, Asia, and Africa, set up research studies in cooperation with
Asian countries, designed seed processing plants, and seed testing laboratories, and supplied hundreds of copies of informative material and equipment brochures around the world.
The advantages of this contract to our domestic program lie in the
fact that we have been able to increase the staff to help with our overall
program and do some research which benefits Mississippi and the U.S. as
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much as the cooperative countries. The increased budget has bolstered our
home program by helping with salaries and overhead. In short; our local program has not been hurt, but rather aided by these additional responsibilities.
So much for the training aspects I What about research! In reality,
research efforts have been and continue to be directed toward the solution of
salient problems in this whole area of seed science and technology. Problems
which confront the seed producer; the processor; the seedsman who handles,
stores and markets seed; the seed analysts; and the law enforcement agencies
in their efforts to provide the consumer with high quality seed - quality in
every sense of the word. In addition, the research program is aimed to contribute some basic information about seeds -answers that may someday be
very useful in practical application.
·we shall not attempt to cover our entire list of research projects but
we should like to cite enough cases to give you an idea of the type work ·in
which we are engaged.
In the area of mechanical seed injury seed harvesting studies have
shown the effect of cylinder speed on the amount of damage which may be
incurred. Further, studies with different seed processing machines and conveyors have pointed out that seed moisture level greatly affects the amount of
mechanical damage which may occur. These studies have also located
potential danger spots in processing and handling as regards seed injury and
have pointed out methods of alleviating some of the troubles. Scarification
effects have been the object of several experiments. We are working now on
the old problem of hulling lespedeza to determine if hulled lespedeza can be
carried over without adverse results.
The nature of mechanical damage in seeds is not well understood.
We know that damage should be kept at a minimum, but we also know that
seeds must be handled, and handling necessarily causes injury to some
extent. We know that seed moisture content affects the susceptibility of
the seeds to injury. But there are many basic things we do not know. Therefore, detailed studies are underway, aimed at ascertaining how abrasions
and impacts really affect the tissue systems - along with the resulting effects.
These findings could lead to the development of equipment or methods of handling
which would reduce this hazard.
The improvement of seed quality through mechanical processing is ari.
important part of our research program, although much of it in the past has been
on individual problems, submitted by seed producers and processors. We are
expanding this phase of work with objectives to include the improvement of the
quality of carryover seed by removing those seeds which have declined in
germinative capacity. We also want to find out why some lots can be improved
significantly, while others apparently cannot. · Some of the answers we know -
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but not all of them.Another objective in this type of work is to improve the quality of currentlygrown seed by removing immature, diseased and mechanically-damaged seed.
This may sound ratf:ler like working over an old field, but the fact remains that a
lot of stuff goes in the bag that doesn't belong there. Granted, part of the reasons
are economic, still we believe there are opportunities here.
The improvement of seed quality by uniformily sizing the seeds within a
lot has an important part in this general area of study. A few years ago, Mr.
Andrews made a rather significant study in hybrid corn sizing that has proven
to be the basis for experimental work of others in other locations, and has
pointed toward possibilities in modification of corn planter plates.
Along similar lines are experiments in weed seed separations - one of the
most important in the whole seed processing area and one of the most difficult.
The greatest effort in this area at the present time is the development of methods
to separate cockleburs from cottonseed, a result of mechanical harvesting.
This work will be discussed on Thursday afternoon . The final solution may be
the development of new methods or the modification of present equipment.
Since uniformity of seed lots are so important in marketing, seed blending
and the development of seed blending equipment has been the nature of study
under a contract with Agricultural Research Service the past three years. The
report has been prepared and as soon as it is cleared by Washington, information
will be available. Although the results will not shake up the industry, we
believe that several significant points will come from the research.
At this point I would like to say that nearly all of the equipment used in
the types of research mentioned here, -as well as in certain other experiments,
have been supplied by the manufacturers of such equipment on a long.,.time loan
basis. What success we may have attained in the area of research, training in
the regular curriculum and in short courses is due largely to the fine cooperation
of such firms as A. T. Ferrell, Crippen, Simon-Carter, Oliver, W. A. Rice,
Panogen, Gustafson, . Hance, Sutton, . Steele & Steele, Superior, Burrows,
. Seedburo, Erickson, John F. Grisez, Carpco, Dings, and Foresberg.
Better an_d faster methods of testing seed are under investigation. Under
the direction of Dr. Delouche we have just concluded an investigation designed
to explore a practical method by which seedsmen, farmers, and analysts can
ascertain the viability of a seed lot in a matter of a few minutes or hours instead of in terms of days as required in a germination test. This project was
supported by a grant from the Southern Seedsmen's Association to which each
of the State Seedsmen's Associations in the 13 Southern states contributed.
Dr . . De louche will elaborate on this work in just a few minutes. This is one
of the best examples of cooperative effort between an industry and a land grant
institution to provide the "margin of excellence" described by our president,
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Dr. Colvard, as a necessity in land grant universities - when groups team up
with a public institution to whip a particular problem .
.· Other. research in the general seed testing and. physiology area indicate
the search for methods of effectively brea,king dormancy in seeds - especially
Bahiagrass and Johnsongrass -and to determine the causes if possible. It is
hoped that findings could be applied both to testing,. in the laboratory and to
field plantings. Charles Vaughan has made a significant contribution in studies
which show the -association of physical seed characteristics with their viability
and vigor.
Other research is directed toward deterioration of seeds, what are the
real processes and mechanisms involved as seed get weak and finally die. Dr.
Delouche will discuss this further tomorrow, . but this is a real problem. The
·American Seed Research Foundation is supplying limited funds tomatch those of
the experiment station but an expanded program is needed.
We do not plan to make this a money-raising campaign - at this momemt
at least - but we do have one project which we would like to initiate if we had
some financial support. Since the problem is so closely to everyone handling
seed, one might expect every seedsman and his trade organizations would rush
in With open pocketbooks. This is a matter which deals with predicting the
keeping quality or storability of individual seed lots. We would like to develop
testing methods which would give you a reliable way of predicting how long a
particular lot could be expected to remain viable and with high vigor under the
conditions which the lot is likely to be subjected. With the troubles seed producers and seedsmen normally have during storage and marketing, no one can
seriously doubt that such a test would be desirable. With concentrated . effort,
which can be supplied with sufficient support, we believe it can be done.
In experiments more closely related to seed production, Dr. Caldwell
is project leader in a series of preharvest environmental studies in which the
effect of irrigation, spacing, fertilization, and other factors were evaluated
in reference to the effect on quality of cottonseed. This subject will be
dealt with in some detail on Thursday. Accompanying such tests are maturation
studies in cotton and the effect of pathogens on seed deterioration. Similar
work with soybeans is planned.
In progress is a detailed study in cottonseed emergence in which the
different types of processed seed is measured in terms of emergence. Here
ginned, mechanically-delinted or acid-delinted cottonseed are planted in
different type soils with varying moisture contents and at differing temperatures
and the results noted.
Storage tests are of several types (l) the standard type in which seed
are stored under given temperature and humidity conditions to ascertain preferred storage environments, (2) accelerated storage tests as a tool for
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measuring effect of given treatments and (3) storage tests to determine
hyg-roscopic equilibrium curves. In addition to laboratory storage experiments'·
we have cooperative tests in which bag manufacturers and hybrid corn seedsmen
store · their own corn in their own warehouses at differing moisture levels in
different type bags to check the effect of these factors in a commercial operation.
Still other tests involve the shipping overseas of different kinds of seed of
varying degrees of moisture in a variety of bag types, with the analysis being
conducted by cooperating foreign laboratories.
Now this is not all, but it should give you some idea of the nature of
and scope of the research underway.
If you are particularly interested in a specific subject, we shall be
happy to indi cate the person with whom you may wish to talk with sometime
during the week.
This then is our version of the Seed Technology Story in Mississippi to
date. The program is young , its brief history exciting, its future promising.
We are happy you are here to share a part of it.

MATERIAL HANDLING ANALYSIS
R. H. Marsh ..!./
Material handling consists of moving units of given size and weight and
the ·t ransportation of those units from one location to another. The operations
may be repeated many times with many variations, but material handling essentially involves only these two operations: (1) piling, (2) transportation. The
simplest form of material handling is that where a man picks up a unit, walks
a certain distance and puts it on another pile . . Let us consider a pile of 1, 000
units to be moved a certain distance and repiled . Before attacking this simple
problem , we have two forms of data: (1) How many units can a man pile pet
hour? (2) How fast will he walk between the two piles?
(Chart 1) Let us as~ume that a man in the plant will pile 200 units per
hour, and 'that he walks at a speed of 200 feet per minute under this plant's
conditions. These figures, while they represent actual conditions which have.
been observed, may vary widely in different plants and'· intentionally, the· size
and weight of the units are not given in these fundamental assumptions.
Now let's assume a movement that involves our fundamental assumptions.
To move 1 ; 000 of these units 200 feet and pile, five hours are spent
piling, and 33 3/10 hours in transportation between piles. This, of course,
includes the return trip . If a man simply repiles a thousand units at the same
location, or travels zero distance, the operation will require five hours. If,
in addition , he moves the pile 200 feet, he will utilize in the entire operation
38 3/10 hours. These two points, zero distance and 200 feet project a curve
from which we can read the man hours required to move the pile any required
distance by this method .
Suppose we give our man a two-wheel truck (Chart 2) to carry five
units per trip . In this case, he piles twice - once on the truck and once on the
final pile. Thus , the piling time is doubled , but the travel time is divided by
five. Inasmuch as 10 hours are spent piling, our curve starts at 10 manhours
for zero distance . Inasmuch as only 1/5 the time is required for travel, we
have 6 6/ 10 hours of travel or a total of 16 6/10 man-hours to move the pile
200 feet. Again a line through these two points projects a curve of the manhours requiled for any distance the pile is moved by this method. An interesting
point is that the portion of the original line which is below the new line indicates a distance within which the most primitive form of handling is more
economical than the ·use of the two-wheel truck .

..!./

.

Mr. Marsh is So.uthern Reg.t.onal Manager, Xale & T.owne Manufacturing
Company, Manutacturers o! matenals handling eqUipment.
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If we increase the unit load for the travel by providing our man with a
four ...wheel truck (Chart 3) capable of carrying 2 0 units we have the same
piling time as with the two-wheel truck but our travel time is 1/4 of that
·with the two-wheel truck and we find a total for 200 feet of travel to be 11 6/10
manhours . Again striking a line we find at every distance there are less
manhours 1 or that this method is more economical than the two-wheel truck
for this particular set of conditions. We do find however that even in this
case there is a certain distance at which the most primitive method is still
more economical than the four-wheel truck.
Naturally the travel in each of these cases could be accomplished by
conveyors (Chart 4) and under certain conditions where an operation requiring
the individual handling of each package is encountered the conveyor is one of
the most useful tools we have. In this case we require five hours to pile the
material on the conveyor and five hours to pile it from the conveyor in a new
location. Transportation manhours being zero we have a horizontal line
starting at 10 manhours for our 1 000 pieces and remaining at that figure regardless of the distance the material must be moved. This shows a manhour
economy greater than the two-wheel truck or the four-wheel truck to all
distances but still the primitive method on the extremely short distance is
more economical.
Now we come to the pallet-fork-truck method (Chart 5) in which we
make our pile at the source or first operation and move a whole section of
the pile successively to a new location eliminating the necessity for repeated handling of the individual packages. In this case we have one
piling operation involving five hours piling on pallets . The travel time is
greatly reduced inasmuch as one man with a fork truck can handle two or
more times as many units per trip and operates about twice as fast. In
this case we have a line starting at five hours per thousand and increasing gradually with the distance due to the relatively small time spent
in travel with fewer larger loads at a higher speed. At this point it is well
to consider that most material handling operations involve more than one
movement of the same material through the plant or warehouse . . For subsequent movement of our new pile which is already on pallets we have a
parallel to the new and much talked -of unit load or "ship-on" pallet.
To make this comparison complete we should provide for the situation
where goods are delivered on pallets (Chart 6) . . In this case there is zero
piling time . Therefore our line theoretically starts at zero. The travel
time will parallel that of the previous operation but five hours per thousand
is deducted due to the fact that the goods are already piled .
. In the charts we show a method which graphically represents under
a set of conditions the relative efficiency of several systems .of material
handling . Additional lines could be inserted to indicate other forms o£
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material handling but it is difficult to conceive of any form of material handling
squeezing between the bottom line and base line .
Specifically~. how do powered industrial trucks save money and increase handling efficiency? At the outset, it must be noted that every time a
piece is handled, it means an added cost. Thus the use of the industrial
truck-unit load principle of handling can cut direct handling costs from 25% to
90% and more below manual handling costs since unit loads mean fewer handlings-hence less cos L
In addition to sav-ings in cost based on reduced manhours , numbers of
handling operations , and increased output, other savings may be computed.
For example where loads are fragile , it has been proved that manual
handling increases damage to loads through dropping, bumping, and the like.
On the other hand mechanized handling markedly reduces damage, and the
resultant expense.
Injury to personnel, together with the cost of such injuries, is likewise
reduced when mechanized handling replaces manual handling. Loads carelessly
handled often lead to broken bones, hernias and strains , even more serious
injury and occasionally death. The cost to American industry in lost manhours
and compensation claims runs into the millions of dollars each yearo Where a
company has replaced the strain of manual effort in handling, with the ease and
simplicity of mechanized handling, accidents have been reduced markedly ,
claims minimized.
The physical cost of handling both damage and injury claims, in itself,
can mean a big savings to a company where rates of such factors are high .
While often hidden among other categories of cost accounting, such costs,
when ferreted out , often constitute a big plus in favor of mechanized handling.
It was indicated that with manual handling, loads could normally only
be stacked to the height a man could reach . While it is possible, with light
loads , to actually throw containers , components, etc. , to personnel perched
on top of stacks to increase tota l storage height , there are certain practical
limits and t he nu mbers of accidents from such activities often over-rule these
methods .
For a lmost every company , storage space is at a premium . In actual
terms of the cost per square foot of such space it is imperative to all of
indu stry that maximum utilization be effected . It is in this area that industrial tru cks and unit loads make a most important contribution . Through
their application , the use of the cube rather than the square makes possible
double , triple or even greater utilization of existing storage facilities than
were possible with rna nua l methods (Figure 54 ).
Allied to the specific advantages of mechanized handling in storage,
are three additi o nal , and important benefits ~ (1) better inventory control ,
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(2) reduced pilferage , and (3) better housekeeping.
Where goods are stored in unit loads the following benefits are
realized~ handling and storage simplified, better control of inventory, re~
duced time and cost of taking physical count , and easier stock selection.
Many companies report better utilization of capital invested in inventoried
purchased components and raw materials because of better inventory control of
such rna terials .
Better inventory control, plus stacking to ceiling limits, have been re,..
sponsible , in many companies , for reduced pilferage. Steel strapped unit
loads frequently make pilferage far more difficult.
Where goods are haphazardly placed in storage areas, or where the tops
of stacks rest within easy reach of personnel, stealing is often encouraged.
The knowledge by certain workers that poor records are maintained over goods
on hand is another factor.
Convers ely , where goods are precisely inventoried, where stacks are
neat and stored under exacting conditions 1 pilferage normally is greatly reduced, at considerable savings.
Good housekeeping is a factor that most companies desire partly
because of the physical looks of the plant and its relation to worker attitude,
and because littered aisles and storage areas often breed accidents.
Certainly no one factor contributes more to good housekeeping than industrial truck-unit load handling where goods can be neatly handled and
· stacked in assigned areas . Often the appearance of a well laid out storage
area leads to the attitude of good housekeeping in other areas of a plant as
well. And the absence of fixed handling equipment, especially that anchored
to the floor , eliminates congestion that often breeds poor housekeeping.
Within the field of shipping industrial trucks are noted for their
success in the reduction of costs . Just as in receiving, the use of unit loads
.slashes the number of individual handlings reduces manhours, minimizes
pilferage and stray shipments , and in general, makes for optimum handling
efficiency.
Because trucks can load outgoing carriers faster , reduced waiting
time for carriers , arid the accompanying savings i n cost , may likewise
be traced to industrial truck handling. Not only are costs minimized, but
congestion around shipping docks is likewise either reduced or even eliminated.
In summary , industrial trucks , in combination with the unit load principle
of handling can be u ti lized to :
1
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1.
2.
3.

speed handling operations
lower handling, overall costs
increase production, eliminate delays or eve.n costly production
downtime
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

make possible maximum utilization of existing storage space
provide better inventory control of stored goods
reduce pilferage
minimize injuries to personnel, damage to loads and other
equipment
contribute to better housekeeping

The principal advantages of any mechanized material handling system is
to cut costs , save time and permit better utilization of production and storage
facilities~ To insure that these results are achieved, it is essential that a
thorough study is made of existing handling problems plus a thoughtful evaluation
of proposed handling methods. Few businesses can depend on expensive "cutand-dry .. methods . Final decisions must be based largely on cost comparisons
that take into consideration all predictable cost elements and, in addition,
intangible factors which are difficult to evaluate in monetary terms.
Care should be taken that the analysis is not limited to isola ted problems
within the plant, but rather should include the plant as a whole. A well planned
handling system should integrate the flow of material through all parts of the
plant and, in some cases, planning will extend beyond the plant doors to the
plants of both suppliers and customers.
Obviously, the planning of a handling system for an entire plant or
warehouse is a big job requiring more than casual attention. A definite plan or
approach is needed to insure maximum results. The following information is designed to offer at least the basic principles to be considered.
No matter what kind of plant or what kind of product is involved, the
fundamentals of handling will be the same. Of course, the plan outlined will
need to be ta'ilored to the specific situation, but certain basic principles will
always apply .
The seven simple material handling formulas offered in a new book,
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company's "Management Guide to Productivity" ,
should help eliminate two major reasons for high manufacturing costs: (1)
management's failure, in many cases, to recognize the cost-cutting possibilities
in handling improvements, and (2) failure by shop men to communicate handling
needs to management. The · seven formulas, developed by engineers and other
specialists, can be applied to all handling including handling within the manufacturing cycle .
The final decision to slash material handling costs on a medium-tolarge scale is generally management's responsibility. But the job of making
management consci ous of the value and the need for handling improvements is
up to the engineers and other specialists inside plants who live with production
and material handling problems.
Yale & Towne's new book assumes that the responsibility for material
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handling improvements in a plant is a broad one. It suggests many different
approaches to cutting handling costs, as well as seven simple Tatios that
greatly simpli-fy the job of pointing out where handling falls short and
elevates overall operating costs. The ratios:
Give technical men (not necessarily material handU.ng specialists) a
simple device for presenting material handling needs to management.
Or, give management a guide for investigating and correcting poor
material handling practices in its own company.
The College-Industry Committee on Material Handling Education has
a library of fine films and film strips which may be rented or purch,ased,
and which cover in complete detail various aspects of the material handling
industry. Prices for rental or purchase of the films are nominal, and special
discounts are afforded educa tiona! institutions . Several other film projects
are in various stages of completion by the committee.
Film Strip No. 1 -- is a presentation consisting of 400 frames
illustrating material handling equipment in action. It is available to industrial firms at $15.00 and to educational institutions at $15.00.
Film Strip No. 2 -- is a 6 00 frame presentation including case histories
illustrating "before and after" shots, as well as new, money-saving ideas.
It is available to industry at $20. 00 per copy, and to educational institutions
at$15.00.
Film Strip No. 3 -- "Roller, Wheel and Live Roller Conveyors"
describes applications of conveyors and related equipment for industrial
purposes. The various types of conveyors are described, as well as the
importance of factors such as building limitations, variations of materials,
dimensions, etc. Produced in cooperation with Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association, the strip consists of 48 frames and is available to
industry at $10 . 00 and to schools at $5. 00.
Film Strip No. 4 -- "The Outdoor Storage and Reclamation of Bulk
Materials" consists of 55 frames and illustrates uses of conveyors as they
pertain to bulk handling and the outdoor storage of products. The ~actors
affecting outdoor storage are discussed, as well as the various types of
. conveyors available and the numerous functions they perform. Produced in
cooperation with Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association, the film
strip is available to industry at $10.00 per copy and to schools at $5.00
per copy.
Film Strip No. 5 -- "Narrow Aisle Trucks" depicts the development
and use of narrow aisle industrial trucks in manufacturing and warehousing
operations . The 85 frames in this strip were selected as the best illustrations
of these trucks in a variety of industries. The film strip is available to
industry at $10.00 and to schools at $5.00 per copy.
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"Powered Industrial Trucks" -- is a 16mm black and white sound film
covering a synopsis of powered industrial trucks since th,eir conception. It
can be rented for $2. 50 per showing, or can be purchased by industrial firms
at $90.00. Schools may obtain copies at $65.00 each.
"Conveyors for Parts, Assemblies, and Packages" --is a 16mm black
and white sound film describing basic types of conveyors and depicting
development of specialized types used in a wide variety of industries. It can
be rented for $2.50 per showing or purchased, by industrial firms, at $90.00.
Schools may obtain copies at $65.00.
For complete information regarding any of these films or future films
being planned and prepared by CIC-MHE, contact the College-Industry Committee
on Materia 1 Handling Education , One Gateway Center, Pitts burgh 2 2 , Pa ~
With businesses getting fewer and bigger, change is a necessity to
remain in business at a profit. · So, my presentation was directed to increasing
handling efficiency through the application of the unit load principle. Ib will
benefit both the user and the customer.
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PLANNING YOUR SEED 'PLANT LAYOUT
Bill Gregg ..!/
Slimmer profit margins are forcing progressive seedsmen to cut operating
costs and increase efficiency at every opportunity. One of the most effective
means of increasing both capacity and efficiency is through improved layout of
equipment . Effective layout arrangement places all machines in the proper sequence
so that the right process is done at the right time, with a minimum of handling
cost, and at the most efficient capacity.
Unless you are completely satisfied with the profits from your present
operations , it would be to your advantage to carefully study the flow through
your seed plant . Are you getting all the capacity you need, or the machines
could produce? Is there a bottleneck in either cleaning or handling? Is there
an operation that requires constant supervision? Layout improvements may be
able to increase your capacity and lower your handling costs.
Before a new plant is built, layout should be carefully planned, so that
seed receive the necessary processing in the proper sequence, so that there are
no bottlenecks , and operating costs are kept to an absolute minimum. Proper
layout planning combined with automated control systems and up-to-date seed
handling methods can greatly reduce the processor's costs. For example,
Washington State University's old Foundation seed handling system used bags
throughout. Labor costs in handling the seed through processing added up to
90 cents per bushel. Pallet boxes and a new seed plant with an up-to-date
layout reduced this labor cost to less than 4 cents per bushel.
The keys to efficient plant layout are a thorough knowledge of what you
need to do, and sound planning.
First, you must know the general sequence of processes involved between
the time the seed enter your processing plant and the time they are cleaned,
packaged, and ready for shipment. Diagram 1 illustrates one break-down of these
steps. The seed are RECEIVED into the processing plant before any cleaning
begins . They may be held in STORAGE until they are cleaned , or sent directly
·into the cleaning line.
The first phase of processing can be called CONDITIONING AND PRECLEANING. This involves removing awns , hulls, etc . ; breaking up clusters,
scalping off large trash , and other operations which improve the condition
and flow-ability of the seed. Such machines as debearders, hullers, and

..!/Mr. Gregg is Assistant Professor, Department ofAgronomy, Washington
State Umversity, Pullman, Washington.
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scalpers would be used.
The next step is the basic CLEANING. Here the material larger or
smaller than the good seed are removed and they are generally sized and
cleaned. The air-screen machine is the basic machine most often found in
this operation. ·
Sometimes seed can be brought up to the required purity in this operation . More often however additional SEPARATING AND UPGRADING must be
done using machines which separate seeds that differ in a narrower spectrum
of physical properties . Velvet roll mills gravity separators magnetic separators and others are used to remove specific contaminants and increase seed
quality.
After purity requirements have been reached the seed may be TREATED
before they are BAGGED or packaged. The seed are then ready for STORAGE
or SHIPPING.
The layout planner must have an intimate knowledge of the seec;i he
processes its physical characteristics the weed seed and contaminants in
it and the machines needed to bring the seed up to acceptable planting standards.
These differ with different crop seeds so different processing machines are
needed. Sometimes seed conditions will require a different sequence of processing .
Diagrams 2-10 show general flow patterns used to process different
types of crop seeds. These general flow patterns do not represent any single
processing plant; they are composites prepared from the flow plans of many
plants. The machines and the sequence used to clean a given crop seed are
shown. Under a given processor•s conditions he may not need a particular
machine shown here or may find a different machine is necessary to remove a
particular contaminant . Slides accompanying this presentation showed flow
patterns and layouts of actual processing plants handling a range of crop seeds.
When the machines and separations needed are selected the proper
processing sequences and capacities must be determined. Sequence is an important factor in processing efficiency . Some machines will make precise
separations only after the seeds have been properly precleaned while others
will perform better after the seeds have been through other machines. For
example , the gravity separator will separate seeds of the same size but of
different specific gravities according to their specific gravity. When the seeds
are of similar specific gravities but differ in size it will separate them accor. ding to size . When the seeds are of varying size and specific gravity a precise separation cannot be made. For precise separations seeds must be
closely sized before they go onto the gravity separator.
The location of the roll mill is another example of efficiency gained by
layout planning. Alfalfa seed processors find that gravity separation1 of seeds
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before they reach the roll mill will remove sand, whic-h would cause excessive
wear of the roll fabric . The amount of material going onto the roll mill is also
reduced , so capacity is increased.
Equipment size or capacity must be carefully planned to prevent
bottlenecks . A machine that can handle only 100 bushels an hour , for example,
would not fit into a cleaning line with other machines that can operate efficiently
at 200 bushels an hour. When the overall operating capacity needed has been
decided , all machines must be able to handle that capacity with some operating
reserve for problem lots. Surge bins can handle slight variations in individual
machine capacities . But, when differences are great, either larger models or
more than one machine installed in parallel must be used to maintain uninterrupted
flow .
· Elevators and conveyors are important equipment in the seed plant . Their
selection and installation is as vital to efficiency as any machine. They must be
able to handle the capacity needed in a particular spot , and they must be carefully adapted to the seeds handled. For example elevators handling chaffy
grass seeds mu s t move the seeds without bridging or plugging . Elevators moving
beans and peas must not cause mechanical injury .
When the type and size of eleva ling equipment are selected, the actual
plant layout planning can begin. There are two main methods of layout.
The multi - story plant has been a long-time favorite . In this system,
seeds are ca rried by elevators to the top floor and emptied into large bins.
Cleaning machines are then arranged in vertical series on lower floors . Seeds
flow from one machine down into the next by gravity.
Multi-sto ry processing plants clean a wide range of seeds in many
seed - producing areas . Minimum expense for elevating equipment is their big
advantage , since seed flow is largely by gravity .
Many plants are being built today with all cleaning machines mounted
on a single l evel , or on platforms on the same floor. In the single-story
plant , seeds are moved from one machine to the next by elevators placed between
the machines . More o u tlay for elevating equipment is needed 1 since a separate
eleva tor must feed each machine. But, supporters of this design are quick to
point out tha t building costs are much less, and smaller less expensive
elevators are u sed . A great advantage of the single-level system is that one
man can s u pervi se the processing line without running up and down stairs . He
can maintain a closer s u pervision of each operation , and produce cleaner seed
at a higher capaci.ty.
Many seedsmen find that a compromise between the single and the
multiple-story system fit their needs best. New automated and remote control
systems fit either system and result in large gains in efficiency .
After the proper machines elevators, capacities, cleaning sequences
1
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and layout system have been selected, layout planning can begin in earnest.
Careful layout planning will show up possible bottlenecks and trouble spots
before the plant is built, and will prevent_many headaches and lost hours.
Put the proposed layout on paper, and study it thoroughly. A good
method is to draw lines of flow, and then convert flow lines to machine lines.
After these have been revised, scaled drawings can be made to show exact
locations and distances. Scale drawings are the most widely used method of
layout planning. Scale models and scale templets are also very effective, but
are more expensive.
Layout planning is today a science in its-elf, and is a valuable tool of
process industries from seed processing to automobile manufacturing. Improvements are frequently reported in journals serving the process industries. Equipment representatives are usually trained in plant layout, and the seedsman
planning a new plant should take full advantage of their special knowledge.

Diagram 1.

Basic Flow Diagram Showing Essential Seed Processing Steps
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Diagram 2. Alfalfa & Clover Seed Flow Diagram

Diagram 3 . Cotton Seed (Machine Delinted) Flow Diagram
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Diagram 4.

Cotton Seed (Acid Delinted) Flow Diagram
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Diagram 5.

Hybrid Corn Seed Flow Diagram
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Pea & Bean Seed Flow Diagram
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Diagram 7. Grass Seed Flow Diagram

Diagram 8.

Small Grain Seed Flow Diagram
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Sorghum Seed Flow Diagram

Diagram 10. Soybean Seed Flow Diagram

FEED BACK AUTOMATION
James HendersonY
Automation is the science of operating or controlling a mechanical
process by automatic means. The intent of autqmation is to ·reiieve the human -~ 
operator of tedious time-consuming tasks and free him for the work of controlling
which requires human judgment. In addition automated control equipment coupled
to machines can maintain an even feed of material to these machines accurately
adjusted to insure their continual operation at maximum efficient capacity.
The elements of physical success of man are:
1

1

I

1.
2.
3.

Mind - which decides and controls.
Nerves -which record and report.
Muscle- which responds and acts .

The simple act of a man opening a valve controlling gr?in flow through a
spout consists of the following actions:
l.
2.

3,

He uses his hand to open the valve.
He uses his eyes to see the amount of grain flowing
through the spout.
His eyes FEED BACK this information to his brain which in
turn tells his hand when to stop opening the valve.

A true automation system differs from a remote control system in that it
will feed back information. It will perform the actions a man performs except
that it will not reason. Therefore H cannot predict the future but must make
corrections for events that have already happened and tell what it has done.
Some of the tools used in automating grain, seed or feed handling
plants. are~
I

1

· I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bin level controls.
Electrically operated gates valves and distributors.
Interlocked wiring .
Load limiting .devices.
Flow indicating devices.
Indicating flow diagram at a central control center.
I

l/Mr. Henderson is Sales Manager A. T. Ferrell & Company Saginaw·,
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Let us apply these tools to a simple installation consisting of a
driveway dump gravity feeding into an eleva tor leg which is equipped with a
three way valve and spouts to three different bins. We equip the elevators
intake with an electrically operated slide gate. This will be interlocked so
it cannot be opened unless the elevator is running. We equip the eleva tor
motor with a load limiter to control the opening of the slide gate and this will
cause the electrically operated slide gate to always maintain a position that
will give maximum feed to the eleva tor without overloading or under loading.
The electrically operated three way valve on the elevator head will direct the
flow of the grain to one of the three bins. In each spout we will have a flow
indicating device and near the top of each bin will be mounted a bin level
control.
When this system is put in operation the operator at the central control
panel will start the eleva tor. He will set the three way valve to one of the
positions to spout the grain into the bin of his choice. He will then open the
slide gate which controls the feed into the elevator. The system is put on automatic, the load limiter causes the gate to seek a position that permits flow into
the elevator at the maximum rate the elevator can handle the grain. The three
way valve directs the grain to the desired bin. The flow indicating device signals
back to the central control center that grain is flowing down the correct spout.
When the bin becomes full, the bin level control is activated. Its signal
immediately causes the slide gate feeding the elevator to close. When the grain
in the elevator itself has stopped flowing down the spout, the signal from the
flow indicating device indicates that grain is no longer flowing down this spout.
At that time the system can sound an alarm or if it has been correctly programmed
will cause the three way valve to automatically index to another position and
seek another bin that is not full. When it finds an empty bin the electrically
operated slide gate will once again open to full position and grain will again
flow through the system into the empty bin. This can be continued until all
bins are full at which time it will be necessary for the operator to take action
to empty one of the bins before more grain can be received through the driveway
dump.
The picture accompanying this article shows a central control center which
incorporates aU of the electrical controls needed at a large size grain handling
plant. Included are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Service entrance - terminals are provided for the incoming power line.
Main disconnect switch.
Power dis tri bu tion center.
Lighting circuit breakers.
Circuit breakers for all motors used including double safety lock outs.
Meters to. measure the power consumption.
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7.
8..
9.
10 .
lL
12.

13 .

Timed fumigation systems.
Starters for all motors
Push button for each motor.
On-off lights for each motor.
Alarm system coupled to bin level controls.
Flow indicating diagram with selective interlocking. This
permits the opera tor to plan a flow of grain through the system
and so interlock the motors operating the conveyors and elevators
that they cannot be started out of sequence and will stop the flow
instantly when activated by an over-load or a bin level control.
Separate amp meters for each motor. Each will have a maximum
load position field marked so that the operator can spot an
over-load or underload condition instantly.

For complete automation this control center would have controls coupled
to the se l ector switches which automatically cause all slide gates, two way
valves , three way valves and other such distributing units to be activated from
the central control center and position indicating lights showing the position of
each of these.
Such a control center is intended for installation in a new plant. It
incorpora~es all of the e l ectrical controls needed to operate the plant and when
this is taken into consideration the extra cost of adding the automation equipment when the plant is being built is ·moderate.
Some of the machines that you ,are using in your plant can be individually
automated at very moderate costs with a resultant increase in their performance.
A hammermill that is being gravity fed can be equipped with a modulating electrically operated sLide gate controlled by a load limiter. The load limiter is adjusted so tha t the hammermill always operates at maximum load which will
ca u se the s li de gate to open to a corresponding point and hunt a position which
will keep the hammermill running at full capacity all the time. The same system
is useabl e on bu cket elevators steamers debearders, roller mills and other
machines who se power consumption increases according to the increase of rate
of feed.
These "building block" tools of automation can be assembled to automate
almost any installation.
I

I

GRAVITY SEPARATORS
William D. Munroe

Y

Having been associated with the Oliver Manufacturing Company for the
past several years , it has been my privilege to observe a number of Specific
Gravity Separator installations. Although most such installations are operated
with good efficiency, it is my sincere and growing belief that fuller understanding
of this type separator by the operators will increase the efficiency and flexibility
of such installations considerably . It is the purpose then of this paper to review the fundamentals of seed separations as applied to gravity separators, the
fundamentals of the gravity table itself and to touch briefly on the techniques and
mechanics of the g ravity separator .
We might well start the consideration of our problem with the question,
"Why clean seed?" It is obvious that we want clean seeds but ·we also want
seeds with high germination. These ends are accomplished as follows:
1

L

I

Purity is increased by:
(a ) The removal of inert matter
(b) The removal of unwanted seed varieties

2.

VVe increase germination by :

(a ) The removal of cracked, broken ·and insect damaged seeds
(b) Removing light seeds which contain the greater portion of
non - viable seeds .
Under the proper circumstances, a specific gravity separator will effect
all of the above desired separations.
Mechanically a specific gravity separator is a fairly simple machine.
It consists of one or more fans discharging air into a plenum chamber, commonly
called the air chest . The purpose of the air chest is to properly distribute the
air up through the deck . The gravity deck is made of a porous material which
allows the air to pass up through the seed mass . The deck also has a reciprocating motion . In operation , seeds are fed onto the reciprocating deck while air at
the proper ra te, is passed through the air chest , . porous deck and up through the
seed mass . Properly regulated, the air will cause the seeds to stratify with
heavy layers close to the deck with each succeeding layer being lighter the higher
the layers are above the deck . As the lighter materials on top are not in contact
1

1
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w ith the deck and are " lubricated" by the air, they will drift towards the
low side .of the deck . Because the heavy material remains in contact with
the deck ,- the deck's motion will cause them to travel uphill to the high side
'
of the deck. On a gravity table , therefore , particles have two motions, vertical
which is caused by the air separating the material into layers of decreasing
weight materials and horizontal which is caused by deck motion on the heavy
particles and by air on the light particles. Without vertical, non-turbulent,
movement of the materials , no separations would be possible.
About two years ago , I prepared a chart which attempts to present all
pertinent information concerning various seed cleaners and the separations
they are capable of making. -If you wi ll fo llow the reproduction of the chart
presented here, it will be noted that the function of a Gravity Table is normally
to make the fina l cleaning of a seed mixture . Implicit in this statement is that
itis norma l for a gravity table to accept materia l which has been previously
cleaned and/or sized by preceeding machines . The next column shows that
separations are by air flotation which has been previ ously explained.
Under the grou p of columns titled "Determining Characteristics For
Seed Separations" you will see that a gravity table will affect separations by
overall size difference specific gravity , coat c haracteristic and character
change. When a gravity table is presented with particles of the same specific
gravity but varying size , the unit will separate the mix by size. The normal
application of this type separation is to upgrade germination by removing the
smaller seeds which contain the majority of the non - viable seeds in a mix.
When a gravity table is presented with a seed mix of uniform size,
it will separate the particles by specific gravity . This separation will
either upgrade germination by removing cracked, broken and insect damaged
grains or it will upgrade purity by removing inert materia l and unwanted
seed varieties of the same size as the wanted materials bu t with a differing
weight.
· Separation by c haracter change is usually closely associated with seed
coat character and the coat character of the conta mi nant. A character change
separation is effected when the contaminated mix is treated to change the
character of either the wanted or the unwanted material s in such a manner
that the gravity table can then make an effective separation. The separation
following character change may be by either overall size difference or by
specific gravity depending on the nature of the character change made. The
principal character change separation u sed is the removal of buckhorn from
legume seeds. The seed coat of the buckhorn is mucilaginous in nature so
that , when the mix i s treated with water , the buckho rn becomes sticky and
allows fine sawdust to adhere to it. Thi s changes the s i ze of the buckhorn
and allows a screen/ air machine t o remove the larger buckhorn seeds while
1

I
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a gravity separator will remove the smaller buckhorn seeds.
The rules for specific gravity separations may, therefore, be
summarized as follows:

l.
2.
3.

A gravity table will separate uniformly sized particles by specific
gravity.
A gravity table will separate seeds of the same specific gravity
by size.
A gravity table will not effectively separate a seed mixture
consisting of particles of varying sizes and specific gravities.

From the foregoing it should be emphasized that a gravity table, to
be effective, should be presented with either a uniformly sized seed mix or seeds
which have a uniform spec;:ific gravity, i.e. a seed mix that is as pure as possible.
The better the precleaning and sizing job done by the machines ahead of a
gravity table, the more precise and effective will be the separations made by the
gravity table.
It is somewhat redundant to go into the mechanical adjustments of a
gravity table as these matters are so well covered both by manufacturer's instructions and previous short course publications. However, for completeness,
these matters will be briefly summarized here. All gravity separators have five
mechanical adjustments which are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feed rate
Eccentric feed
Air control
Lateral inclination of the deck
Longitudinal inclination of the deck

To start up, the lateral and longitudinal inclinations of the deck are
set at a compromise setting suggested by the factory. The feed is opened to
a medium setting with the deck in motion but no air moving. Wait until the
seeds come against the banking rail and adjust the eccentric so that the seeds
move smoothly uphill with no "hopping". The air is gradually opened until the
mass fluidizes with no "boiling" of the seeds. After the seeds cover the deck,
adjustments are first made to make the separation needed with the greatest
possible efficiency and then adjustments are made to obtain capacity. Make
only one adjustment at a time with a reasonable time in between adjustments.
This wait is necessary as it takes tirne for a particle to go from inlet to discharge and the deck load must completely change before the effects of a new
adjustment will be completely evident.
There are several types of gravity separators offered to the public
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and my own, somewhat arbitrary, classification of these units is as follows:

1.

2.

Classification by pressure difference systems.
(a)

Positive gravity tables wherein the air is blown up through
the deck. · These are the most common type of table and
usually cost less and require less horsepower for a given job.

(b)

Negative gravity tables wherein air is pulled up through
the deck by an overhead air system. Usually these units are
more expensive, require more horsepower and have less production than equivalent positive units. They are normally
used where dust is a problem.

(c)

Positive/Negative gravity tables which are similar to
screen/air separators in that the air is both sucked from
above and blown from beneath the deck. It is not yet clear
what applications or advantages, if any, these units might
have.

Classification by deck shape.
(a) Triangular decks used for efficiently removing a small amount
of heavies from a large amount of lights .
(b) Rectangular decks used for efficiently removing a small amount
of lights from a large amount of heavies. This is the type deck
we normally recommend for seed applications as a survey indicated that over 80% of seed separations are removing lights
from a large amount of heavies.

3.

Classification by fan systems.
(a)
(b)

· 4.

Single fan units.
Multi-fan units. We recommend multi-fan units because
proper design allows a great reduction in required horsepower
and greater finesse in air adjustments.

Classification by use.
(a)

Gravity tables are for precise separations of particles whose
characteristics are very similar. Units always give three
fractions : (l) Heavy particles; (2) Light particles and; (3)
Middlings product.

(b)

Stoners . which are simplified gravity tables for working on
separations of particles with gross differences and which yield
only two fractions : (l) Wanted and; (2) Unwanted.
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Some reasonable caution sh,ould be observed in the installation and use of
gravity tables because the separations are so precise . It is a must that the
foundation be firm to preclude false vibrations of the deck. False vibrations
will cause turbulence of the seed mix and destroy the efficiency of separations.
The proper deck for the size seeds being processed should be provided. The
deck mesh should be large for large seeds and small for smaller seeds. Fans
should be checked for proper rotation. Air filters should be used at all times as
dirty air will plug the deck openings and 11 blind 11 the mesh. Deck clamps should
be tight when operating as loose clamps cause false vibrations.
The fina l topic will be the consideration of the middlings product and
recommended procedures for handling them. There are five methods in general
use for handling the middlings product to reclaim the wanted materials from
them. Whereever possible we recommend that the middlings be returned to the
head of the processing line as we find that the middlings fraction is usually
composed of materials which have been improperly sized and cleaned by the
preceeding machinery. We recommend direct return of the middlings to the
gravity feed only as a last resort as this tends to build up a large recirculating
. load and thereby seriously reduces th.e capacity of the machine. Other methods
of handling this problem whose application depends a lot on the size operation
are:
1

1.

Accumulating the middlings for rerun at a later date with a
different setting.

2.

Feeding the middlings product of several gravities into a following
gravity which is set to separate materials with only minor
differences .

3.

Using a series of gravities with a large gravity discharging its
middlings to a smaller gravity whose middlings are in turn
discharged to a still smaller gravity.
1
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· Gentlemen this has been a brief summarization of the gravity
separator its fundamentals application and operation . I will conclude by
stating that I , personally feel that we have barely scratched the potentials of
specific gravity separations and that fuller understanding of these units will
vastly increase the efficiency and flexibility for all operations.
I

I

I
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ECONOMICAL GRAVITY TABLE OPERATION
J. H. Moore ll
. One definition of "Economical" is . "managing without waste."
In most ·all plants processing grass seed .c orn oats vetch clover etc.
the gravity separation is the final clean-up uRit in the operation. At this crucial
point the product either go to waste or- to the treater before bagging. · This product is usually combined with the aspirated products. and screenipgs and then
sold to another seed cleaning plant f~xfurther processing .
. . In order to hold the finaL product to specific'a tions it is necessary to
-cut a middling product from the gravity table. -In m9st cases ·of gravity table
operation this is the point w.nere the ·processor gets into ,trouble. .The middlings
have · to go ·somewhere so ·each processor develops his 6wn system of handling
this ·produ ct . In most cases the processor tries to blend the middlings back
into the circuit to eliminate costly rehandling or capital-investment for a
· middling circuit .
I

I

I
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· The Separation That Can Be ·Made By The Gravity Separator
(1) The gravity s:eparator will separate products of the same size but of
different densities. . (2) · The gravity separator will separate products of the
same density, but of different size. · (3) The gravity -separator will not separate
a mixture of sizes and densities unless the products being separated has a
different particle shape.
I

1

What Is A True Middlings
A. A true middling is an overlap of two products of the same size but
of different densities .
A true mi ddling is an overlap of two products of the same density
but of a different size.

1

B. A complex middling is tailor-made or built into the process middling
by mixing sizes and densities.
A true middling can be controlled in size as well as blend back. A
true middling can be blended back most anywhere in the circuit while a complex
middling is costly to rehandle . A complex middling can accumulate to a point
that when the plant is stopped the circuit is still full of middlings. A complex
I
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middling can be classified as a large light product, reporting with a small,
heavy product. We can safely say that an unclassified p roduct consisting of
a wide screen range and varying densities is not an ideal feed for the gravity
separator (because it contains high percentage of middlings).
Ideal Feed For A Gravity Separator
The ideal head feed for the gravity separator should be a classified
product with limitations to balance out process as well as tonnage of each
classification.
If the head feed to the gravity table is split into two products prior
to tabling, conditions for uniformity of quality with very little loss is much
.more favorable.
With some products it would be impossible to use the gravity table
directly behind the screen machine because there has to be other steps in
the process. There are products that can be split into coarse and fine on
the air screen and go directly to the gravitY table to be run individually.
In small operations a single shoe screen machine and two storage
bins accessible to the gravity table would be necessary for a complete
circuit.
A larger operation might have a coarse and fine gravity table circuit
with the two products blending together prior to treating.
Functional Operation
The gravity separator is like a teeter balance in that it fluidizes
and stratifies. After stratification the heavier particles are carried forward because of the oscillating movement of the deck in which they have
contact. The light ma.terial , which is the upper stratum of the fluidized bed
is held back and slides over the heavier material in movement. The adjustable side-raise and end-raise, plus the air setting should be balanced so
that a graduated bulk density will range from heavy to light along the table
discharge.
· The chosen deck for each commodity is very important to the
separation. The open area, as well as the hole diameter, must be directly
proportioned to the bulk density of the product as well as the size range
classification of the product .
Balance Of The Bottom Air Throughout The
Gravity Separator
The bulk density of the discharged products from the gravity table
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varies continuously from heavy to light. This means that the release of air
from th e chest through the porous deck must be adjusted according to the position of the bulk density of the moving bed. This air controlling · the fluidization
and stratification should be controlled in two ways.
A. Adjustable openings control the amount of air passing from the air
chest to the porous deck.
B. A cellular structure directly below the deck directs the measured air
through the designated areas. This cellular structure also acts as a block to
keep the a i r from running up and down t.mderneath the deck seeking the lowest
point of res i stance to be released.
If the air passing through the deck ·is not controlled there is a mixing
rather than a separation. This creates a large middling on any head feed.
The Use Of Upper Air In The Separation
By using a semi or totally enclosed Duo-Flo Hood with controls the
upper air can be balanced with the bottom air. The bottom air stratifies the
bed , fo rcing the lights to the top. On some products this light material has a
tendency to ride the heavier layer of stratification some distance up the deck
before retu rning to the light end for discharge. This is usually true when one
is working a large tonnage and a deep deck load. This situation will cause a
wide middling . In using the controlled upper air as holding air this situation
can be corrected . Immediately after bed fluidization the upper air holds the
top stratified lights positioning them for discharge while the lower stratum
is moved forward by the oscillation of the deck. This push-pull system of
bottom and top a ir working simultaneously on the gravity table bed is beneficial in the following ways:
1
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A.
B.
C.

1

Sharper separation
Completely controlled balance of the process
Cleanliness of operation

The ba lanc e of feed rate motion side raise and end raise can be more
easily establi s h ed by the operator with proper head feed classification and air
balance contro l s .
1

1

Benefit of Proper Operation
A.

Uniformity of quality

B.
C.
D.
E.

Low cost per pound operation
Hi gh yi eld per dollar of capital expenditure
Maximum yield on off season hard to clean crops
Cl eanliness of operation

Figure 1 - Six-cylinder Simon-Carter Precision Grader

WIDTH AND THICKNESS SIZING WITH THE
CARTER PRECISION GRADER
T. E. Hartman 1/
The Simon -Carter Precision Grader is a unique, rugged, extremely
precise , yet simple width and thickness separator. It is available in seven
different styles or models , all of which employ either slotted or round perforated cylindrical screens and hold 1, 2, 4 or 6 screens per machine.
(Pigue 1 illustrates a 6 -cylinder machine).
Construction
The pri mary component qf the Precision Grader is the cylindrical
shell which is approximately 12 inches in diameter and 60 inches long . These
shells or screens are produced from cold rolled aluminum killed steel and are
cyanide hardened by immersion in a molten cyanide bath of 1300 to 1350 degrees
Fahrenheit for approximately 12 minutes before being cold water quenched.
There are three types of perforations used in the production of these
screens. · The slotted perforations are available in widths of 3/64" to 24/64"
and are located at the base of a "corrugated" groove having steeply slanted
sides (Figure 2) . Each slot in one entire screen is punched by the same die
and maintains a tolerance of plus or minus 13/10 , 000 of an inch. The shape
of the screen is that of a many-sided polygon with each row of slots contained
in its own flat s u rface plane .
. Rou nd hole perforations are available in two styles. The hole sizes from
13/64" t o 26/64" are perforated at the bottom of a deep recess or indentation
(Figure 3)o For those in the size range of 4/64" to 12/64" a different screen
.construction is used. In the smaller perforation sizes , periodic deep ribs running
the l ength of the cylinder and spaced about 3/4" apart give rigidity to the shell
(Figu re 4) .
For some separations , an inclined baffle plate or agitator blades are
fastened inside the cylinder shells for added conveying and positioning of the
produ ct.
The variou s perforations are l<rept free of wedged grain by a soft, rotating , five-bladed rubber cleaner mechanism positioned at the top and running the
full length of the cylinder shell (shown in Figure 4)
0
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Operation
The cylindrical screen revolves at approximately 60 RPM while the
material to be separated is fed into one end and rolls or tumbles gently, covering more than a third of the screen surface at all times. A combination of gravity,
centrifugal force, and product pressure gently forces each particle into a perforation to accomplish a mild "press-fit" for accurate uniform sizing.
In the slotted shell used for thickness sizing, wafer-shaped seeds or
particles wider than their thickness are tipped on edge by the humps or ridges
between the slots, allowing them to be sized by their narrowest dimension. These
ridges also tend to position long particles parallel to the slot for easy entry. The
polygon shape of the cylinder increases product agitation and opportunity to contact the slot in the proper position. A continuous spiral channel and slight incline
keep the "overs" moving through the shell.
The deep indented, round hole shell is used for width sizing and having
the hole at the bottom of the indent forces seeds or particles to upend. If the
width of the upended particle is less than the hole diameter, it will then be in
the proper position for passing through the hole.
The full length ribs in the round ribbed screen perform the function of
agitating and upending the product, not only positioning the particles for entry,
but also preventing stratification.
Changing of the cylinder shells from one size or type to another can be
accomplished in only three to four minutes due to removable stub shaft construction.
In some machine styles an internal baffle plate inside the cylinder is used
with slots less than 8/64" in width to assist in conveying slick elongated seeds
like oats and barley. Agitator blades are also used on occasion in the larger round
recessed perforated shells to aid in tumbling large slick three-dimensional grains
like corn. Both of these accessories prevent "sliding" of the rna terial on the rising
side of the cylinder wall.
The soft rubber-bladed cleaner mechanism mentioned earlier gently taps
the cylinder, setting up a sharp but gentle vibration. Those wedged particles not
automatically freed by this vibration are pushed back into the cylinder when contacted by a rubber blade.
The product passing through each shell depending on the style of machine
will either discharge beneath and the full length of the machine or be collected
in a vibrating conveyor for discharge at the intake end of the machine. The "overs"
of each shell are discharged at the opposite or drive end of the machine.
Various flow arrangements are available which provide flexibility and the
possibility of making from one to three separations in a single machine.
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Capacities
Capacity per cylinder will vary greatly depending on the product being
separated and the percent of total stream passing through the perforation. Generally, the higher the percentage of "throughs", the greater the capacity. The
range of seed separation capacities is from 25 to 80 bushels per cylinder.
Conclusion
The above described method which is ·highly effective for width and
thickness sizing, incorporates advanced methods of product orientation,
screen cleaning, rapid screen changing, and accurate separation.

Figure 4 - Cylindriccl Screen showing ribs running the length of the cylinder.
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Figure 2 - Cylindrical Screen with slotted perforations.

Figure 3 - Cylindrical Screen with round perforations.

LENGTH SIZING OF SEED
1/
T. E. HartmanYou are all familiar with sizing seed by length. This first slide
illustrates seeds of various length but of the same diameter. The only practi1?ql
method of separating these particles is on a length basis.
There are two methods by which material may be separated by length.
The first method to be reviewed today is the so called DISC method.
Construction Of A Disc Separator
A disc pocket consisting of an undercut recess in the side face of a
special hardened cast iron disc is utilized in this method for separating short
from long particles. This slide illustrates how the separation is accomplished.
As you can see some seeds are small enough to fit in the pocket while others are
too long and will not. We will return to this illustration later for a more complete
explanation of how the separation is accomplished.
Our third slide is a side view of a complete disc. These discs are produced in four diameters, .15", 18", 21" and 25". There are three different basic
pocket designs and over 7 5 diffe:r;-ent sizes. The next two slides illustrate two
of the types of pockets . The first being a standard square pocket, the second
being what is called a "V" type pocket. - The square pockets were the first type
produced and are used generally for rapid removal of a small fraction of long
undesirable material or as an initial rough split. Further more precise separations in the small size range a,re must often accomplished with the "V" or "R"
type pockets.
The "V" pocket derives its name from y_etch, and is so designed as to
pick up, and hold for discharge round shaped rna terials. This pocket has a
round "lifting edge" and a squared horizontal "leading edge". Tubular,
cylindrical or elongated particles have no flat surface at the bottom of the
pocket to ''sit" on, and tip out of the pocket as the disc revolves around the
shaft.
The "R" pocket derives its name from Rice , and was designed to remove
cross broken grains from whole grains. This pocket looks like a "V" pocket,
except that it is up-side-down. The lifting edge is flat and horizontal, while
the leading edge i s round. This pocket will lift out cross broken , short
tubula r, or elongated particles since they have a flat surface to "sit" on.
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Generally speaking the pockets are consistent in their proportionate
dimensions. The pocket size ·is referred to by its width measured radially
from the center of the disc and range from 2 1/2 mm to approximately 3/4" .
. The length or height of the pocket is essentially the same dimension as the
width while the depth is approximately one-half the dimension of the width .
In the complete machine a series of discs called the rotor are used.
The disc pocket sizes used in any one rotor layout may be all identical or may
vary in type and size . In most cases when different sizes are used the pockets
become progressively larger from the intake to the discharge end of the machine.
Conveyor blades fastened to the spokes in each disc are used to move
the body of material through the disc machine.
A series of paddle like blades are placed betwe€m the discs and
are used for retarding and adjusting the grain level in the body of \ he machine.
The tailings gate placed in the rectangular discharge opening of the
machine is adjustable and is used for adjusting the level of the mass of
material near the discharge end.
A small conveyor running across the front of the machine is used when
necessary to return some of the liftings of the discs to the feed end and body
of material in the unit.
Splitter valves in some cases are supplied in the liftings discharge
hopper.
1

1

1

Operation Of A Disc Separator
The disc rotor placed in the body of the machine is set in rotation
and material to be separated is fed into the machine at one end and on the
upward stroke side of the rotor.
Returning to our undercut pocket illustration short seeds which
fit into these pockets are lifted held in the pocket by centrifugal force and
discharged on the opposite side of the rotor much as material is discharged
from a bucket eleva tor. Those particles too long to fit in the pocket will
fall out and be conveyed through the eye of the disc by the series of conveyor blades.
The speed of rotation is important as should it be too fast centrifugal force could prevent the material from falling out of the pocket and too
slow a speed would allow the material to fall out of the pocket before it
reaches its proper discharge point.
A series of small troughs between the discs on the liftings discharge
side catch material as it is discharged from the pocket and allows it to fall
into the liftings discharge hopper.
I

I
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As mentioned in the construction section of this presentation, the liftings
discharge hopper may be equipped with one or two splitting valves which allow
separate discharge of various sections of discs in the rotor . The smallest
particles lift out of the mass on the first few discs and it may be desirable to
draw off these smaller liftings separately from the longer liftings discharged at
the center or tail end of the disc shaft, or it may be desirable to draw off the
longer tail end liftings separately from the shorter material discharging from
the center and intake end of the machine. As you can see by use of two valves,
it is possible to divide the liftings into three different streams.
The speed of the flow through the machine may be adjusted by adding or
removing conveyor blades on the spokes of the discs. The speed of this flow
through the machine is determined by the type and efficiency of separation required.
That portion of the mass which is not picked up and discharged as liftings,
will pass through the eyes of the discs to the discharge end of the machine.
At this point , it passes over the adjustable tailings gate which may be used to
vary the depth of the mass in the machine.
The grain level control blades are also used for adjusting the depth of
material in the body of the machine as well as to retard the flow at certain
points along the rotor. By increasing the depth of material in the machine, a
greater percentage of the mass will be lifted due to the fact that it has a shorter
distance to travel, conversely less material in the machine will produce a
smaller percentage of liftings.
The return conveyor mentioned earlier is an important facet of the
machine , as it allows some flexibility in the split . This conveyor is placed
so that when open it will catch the disc liftings and return them to the body of
material at the intake end of the machine. Trap doors close over this conveyor to prevent entry of the liftings during normal operation . In most cases
this conveyor is used to return only the liftings of a few tail end discs which
may be a little longer than the material you wish removed. Therefore by returning it to the main mass of rna terial , it will eventually be discharged with
the tailings or longer particles.
Combination Disc Separator
All the subject material so far has dealt with the single rotor disc
machine. One combination unit consisting of two disc rotors and designed to
p roduce a four wa y split of the intake feed is available .
This machine is called a #1547 as it employs 47 discs of 15" diameter.
There are two rotors, the top rotor consists of discs with large pockets which
will lift the main mass of material and tail longer undesirable seeds or foreign
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material. The lifting of the top rotor drop into a conveyor which discharges to
the lower rotor, This lower rotor normally will employ two or three different
size pockets. The liftings of the lower rotor are split by means of a valve into
two streams. The very small foreign material is discharged by the first half of
this rotor and medium length product by the second half of this rotor. Clean
seed is tailed from this lower rotor.
Various arrangements of single rotor units are employed in both series
and parallel fashion.
The other method of length separation is by utilizing an indent cylinder
machine.
Construction Of An Indent Cylinder Separator
The primary component part of the indent cylinder machine is a
cylindrical indented cylinder shell which has been heat treated and cyanide
hardened to resist wear. Like the disc machine pockets or indentations vary
in size and particles which are short enough to fit into the indent will be separated from those particles too long to fit in the indent.
The cylinder shells are generally 17" in diameter and are available in
two different lengths depending on capacity requirements. There are about 15
indent sizes available. Sizes are indica ted in 64th of an inch measured
diametrically .
A trough to catch liftings is placed inside and runs the length of the
cylinder shell. Inside this trough is a conveyor used to carry lifted material
to one end of the machine for discharge .
A retarder or dam is placed at the end of the cylinder and may be
adjusted to control the level of material in the cylinder.
A variable speed drive is supplied with single cylinder units to vary
speed of cylinder rotation.
A mechanism for adjusting the intake height of the single cylinder
machine allows a variance of cylinder incline.
A large hinged door on the top of the discharge end allows visual
inspection of the separating area as shown in this slide.
I
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Operation Of An Indent Cylinder Separator
Seed is fed into one end of the indent cylinder which is set into
rotation. Material is loaded into the indentations by a combination of centrifical force and gravity. Those particles or seeds which have their center of
gravity within the lip of the indentation will remain in this indentation until
the force of gravity pulls them out which at the proper speed of rotation will
0
be within 30 of top center. Those particles which are long enough to have a
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center of g ravity ou ts i d e t he lip of the indent w ill fa ll out a nd pass t o the discharge end o f the c yli nd er,
The spee d of rotation of the c ylinder i s va ria ble a nd can be increased
from approximately 45 rp m to 6 0 rp m . The most e fficient o pera t ing speed depends
on the resistance ca u sed by friction . This resistance va ries w ith the t exture ,
weight per bus hel a nd moi s tu re of t he pro du c t . Such fa ctors do no t affect the
operation of a di sc le ngth s e pa ra tor . Visua l in s pectio n of the sepa ration dur ing
performance wil l indi c ate t he prop er o p era ti ng rpm . Too fas t a speed will carry
liftings over the trou gh a n d t oo s low a s pe e d wi ll allow Lifti ng s to discharge
before they re a ch the leve l of the t rough . The t rou g h which catches liftings
of the cylinder s may be se t a t va ri ou s po s i ti on s . I n thi s next s lide you can
see liftings being di sc ha rg ed pro p erly i nto t he trough. If the li p of the t ro ugh
closest to t h e g ra i n ca rrying si d e o f t he cylind er is lower ed more o f t h e product
within the cyli nder will fa ll into ito If this li p i s ra i s ed l e s s prod u ct within the
cylinder w i ll fa ll i nt o the trough. Thu s t h e t rou g h a llows a certa in range of
flexibility of sepa ration withi n one i nd e nt s ize. In other w ords w h en the trough
is lowered t h e ave rage l ength of pa rti cles d ro pped i n to it w il l be l o ng er than
when the troug h is ra i sed .
Betwee n lots o f se e d s to be cleaned t his t rou gh may be rotated for
clean - out pu rposes . Thi s opera t ion can be performed witho u t dis ru pting the
origina l troug h s e tting.
As mentioned the reta rder on the di s cha rge end o f the c y linde r
o pera t es as a dam to pre vent the ba nk of rna teria l, in the cylinder from
tapering dow n t o a low point a t the d i s charge end. Should this ha p pen the
cylinder a t tha t p oi nt w ou l d be "s t a rved" a nd w ould tend tc lift ma teria l
longer tha n it was designed to lift. Thi s reta rder i s adj u sta ble s o t hat the
1
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depth o f materia l i n the c ylinder c an be vari ed.
Flow through the cylind e r i s either by gra vity or in olde r s tyle machines
by an o pen c onveyor running in the ma s s o f materia l i n t he cylind er. The
adj u stable i ntake height i s a vaila bl e in order to vary the speed of t ra v el
th rough t he cylind e r .
· Combination Cyli nder Sepa ra tors
The s ing le cylinder length s e pa rators ma y be stacked u p to four high
and may be fed i n pa ra ll e l or in serie s . A t ypica l series flow w o uld b e to
spou t t he lifti ngs o f the t o p ma chine in a three hi gh a rrangement to t h e bo ttom
machine and t he ta iling s to th e cent er ma chine. Thi s ty p e o f an arra n gement
utilizes the t o p ma c hine as a " s p litter", the center machine for removi ng longer
than desired l eng th and t he bo ttom ma chine for removing sho rter than d e sired
length . Many time s in an a rra ngement s uch as thi s the liftings o f th e c enter
cylinder a nd the tai lings of the bottom cylinde r a re combined as cleaned
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desirable product.
Other large multiple cylinder machines are available which incorporate
in one unit a number of cylinders which may be arranged either in parallel or
series. Many of these larger machines also incorporate scalping and aspirating.
In addition to all disc machines and all cylinder machines there are also
those which combine both methods of length separating in one unit .
Combination Disc and Indent Cylinder Separators
The combination machines may or may not incorporate scalping and
aspirating if they do this portion of the operation precedes the length separating
components.
I

In these combination units , the disc separation precedes the indent
cylinder separation .
Material is fed to a section of discs which perform an initial split
of the producL The liftings of this first disc section are conveyed to a second
or "grader" section of discs . The tailings of the splitter section are spouted to
an indent cylinder with a large size indenL
At this point long undesirable rna terial is tailed from the cylinder and large
desirable product is lifted .
The tailings of the second disc section is clean desirable medium
length product. . In some models the liftings of this second section are discharged as short undesirable material. In other models these liftings are
conveyed to another indent cylinder with a small indentation where a reclaiming
operation on the shorter rna teria 1 is performed.
Ba sicaUy the disc method of separation has the advantage where certain
specific shapes such as smooth round seeds are prevalent and where it is desirable to have a relatively unattended operation . The indent cylinder method
allows a little greater flexibilit y and has less attritional effect on fragile products . Both methods when properly controlled can produce accurate efficient
results .
1
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SEED COAT CHARACTERISTICS ROLL MILL AND MAGNETIC SEPARATOR
C . E. Vaughan .!/
To those who have moved through a field of cocklebur seed dispersal
becomes a reality. This is made possible ' by a seed coat especially designed
for this purpose. This dispersal mechanism also makes it possible to separate
one kind of seed from another although less dramatic than the cocklebur example.
This characteristic is commonly referred to as "Texture of seed coat" and may
I

I

include spiny rough gelatinous or granular seed coats •
. The roll mill and magnetic separator both utilize a difference in texture
of seed coat in order to make a separation .
I

I

The Roll Mill
The roll mill is always used after the basic cleaning machines in the
processing line . It is often used to finish lots that contain dodder , dock flat
or immature seed and inert matter that passed the previous machines .
The rough seed are separated from the smooth seed by the action of the
rolls. A pair of rolls covered with a velvet-like rna terial are placed side by side
close enough to touch lightly. The rolls are mounted in an inclined position
and turn in opposite directions , outwardly when viewed from the top .
The seed mixture is fed onto the rolls at the high end of the machine .
As the seed travel downhill between the revolving inclined rolls the rough
seed are caught by the velvet-like rolls and thrown against the baffles deflected back against the rolls etc . until they have been thrown out . The
smooth seed continue bouncing downhill between the rolls and discharge off
the end. The seeds thrown over the sides are caught in graduated grade hoppers
underneath the machine. The grades of seed from these hoppers vary from a
high percentage of rough seed from one nearest the feed end of the machine , to
a very low percentage o f rough seed from one .nearest the discharge end. The
intermediate grades can be re-run to recover the smooth seed that were thrown
out with the rough seed.
The feed hopper of many machines consists of a vertical shaft from
which individua l feed spouts lead directly to each pair of rolls. This vertical
shaft is equipped with a fast , complete clean-out pull slide. The rate of feed
I
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is adjusted by opening or closing the feed slide in the vertical shaft underneath
the feed hopper . This increases or d8'creases the size of the opening in the
shaft through which the seeds flow into the individual feed spouts .
The rate of feed is adjusted and controlled for two reasons . · First, the
effectiveness of the separation may be controlled somewhat by the rate of
feed. If the space between the rolls and the baffles becomes crowded the
agitation necessary to make an effective separation is reduced or prevented.
Second , the capacity may be increased by opening the feed slides.
The rolls are the separating parts of the machine. They are covered
with a velvet-like material and placed side by side close enough to touch
lightly.
The rolls are always used in pairs and each pair of rolls is a
separate cleaning unit .
The length of rolls may vary with different machines, as a certain
length is not absolutely necessary for maximum cleaning. The number of
rolls may also vary from machine to machine. An increase in the number of
rolls does not increase efficiency but merely increases capacity.
The speed of the rolls is the most important adjustment on this
machine. In general , the faster the rolls revolve, the cleaner the seed.
However , too fast a speed is not recommended because it results in unnecessary throw-over of good seed . The recommended way of making the
adjustment is to start with a minimum speed and the desired rate of feed, then
increase the speed of the rolls until the product is clean.
The tilt mechanism is located at the bottom of the feed end of the
machine. On some machines it is a large hand wheel screw; whereas on other
machines it is a combination lever-screw device. This variable tilt mechanism
permits quick , easy adjustment of the machine •s pitch for various types of
0
0
seeds . A continu ou s i ncline range from 7 to 13 may be obtained . This adjustment is used le ss by most opera t ors once a desirable tilt has been established. Increasing the tilt has the effect of shortening the rolls and also
reduces the amount of throw - over.
The baffles are shields that conform fairly close to the shape of the
rolls as viewed from the top and are positioned . directly over each pair of
rolls. Rough-coated seed lifted by the turning rolls are deflected by the
baffles back on the rolls with the result that these seed are removed rapidly
from the smooth - coated seed which are not lifted . The baffles are independently
adjustable at either end of the machine . The range of separations possible may
be increased by changing the distance between the rolls and the baffles" For
most cleaning problems, a l/4 inch spacing seems to be best.
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Below are listed a few rough-coated
out by a roll mill.
Dodder
Mustard
Foxtail

'
seed~

and objects which are thrown

Catchfly
Cockle
Timothy

Wild Winter Peas
Wild Carrot
Pieces of Clay or Stones

These rough-coated seeds or objects may : be removed from clovers alfalfa hulled lespedeza hairy vetch and other smooth coated seeds. Because
of its triangular shape and sharp corners dock i~ commonly and easily removed from the clovers.
The removal of buckhorn can be accomplished with this machine if prior
treatment has been given the seed lot containing buckhorn. This prior treatment involves adding a foreign material such as \:VOOd dust to the buckhorn
which creates a rough surface. Separation is then an easy matter.
The roll mill is a very economical machine because the cost of
operation and maintenance is extremely low. The minimum attention needed to
operate the roll mill once it is adjusted is also a point to remember when
r
considering this machine.
1
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· Magnetic Separators
Magnetic seed cleaners have been in use for a long time but only
recently have they received much attention. An increasing number of seedsmen
in the alfalfa and clover producing areas are installing these cleaners in their
plants and in general are finding the performance of the equipment quite
satisfactory.
The most common use of the magnetic separator is the separation of
ores and the removal of tramp iron from non-ferrous materials. As seed contain no free iron and are not attracted to a magnet how can the method be
applied to seed separation? The answer is that seeds must be pretreated with
a magnetic material such as finely ground iron powder. If the iron powder can
be made to stick on the weed seeds inert materia) and other undesirable components in the seed lot then these materials wili respond to a magnetic field
while the uncoated crop seed remains non-magnetic . This can be accomplished
only if the materials to be separated differ in seed coat characteristics.
Generally the seed to be cleaned must have a smooth seed coat such as that
found in legumes while the seed to be removed will have a rough gelatinous
or granular surface which will retain a fine iron powder when pretreated with
water or a combination of oil and water. The degree of successful cleaning
depends largely upon the magnitude of the seed coat differences and the
thoroughness of the mixing operation.
I
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A magnetic cleaning system 1 regardless of the type or make 1 consists
of a mixing u nit and a cleaning unit.
The mixer distributes a specific amount of water , oil , and iron powder
throughout the seed lot. The amount of each varies with the kinds of seed
being separated and other factors .
A magnetic separator utilizes one of two general types of mixers .
One is the batch type in which measured amounts of dosage materials are
added to a given quantity of seed and mixed for a certain length of time. The
material is then transferred to the separating or cleaning u nit . The second type
of mixer is the continuous flow type in which the seed is passed through a series
of auger-type mixing chambers . · At different points in the system the dosage
materials (iron powder , water and oil) are metered into the stream of seed where
· they are thoroughly mixed together in the course of being transferred to the
separating unit . Both types of mixer s require carefu l attention . It must be
emphasized that the key to the success of magnetic cleaning lies in the mixing
operations . If the dosage materials are not applied to the seed thoroughly ,
uniform ly, and in correct proportions some of the undesirable seed will not be
coated with the iron powder and will pass over the cleaning unit with the clean
seed.
The most common type of cleani ng or separating unit used by the seed
industry is the revolving cylinder or drum . The drum may be an electro-magnet,
with the amou nt of magnetism easily controlled, it may contain permanent
magnets with constant magnetism or the magnetism may be introduced into the
drum by stationary electric poles . The la boratory model separator in the adjoining room uses an e l ectromagnet 1 whereas the separator downstairs utilizes
permanent magnets . Both offer advantages and limitations . A more precise
separation can be made with the electro-magnet as the intensity of the magnetism
can us ually be varied by use of a variabl e transformer to suit the particular lot
of seed being cleaned . You can expect to pay more for machines equipped with
the electro -magnet as the d rum is more expensive and a rectifier is required for
converting a lternating curre nt to the direct current necessary to magnetize the
surface of the drum .
Regardless of t h e type of separator used or whether or not the drums
are magnetized with perman en t or electro-magnets the general principles of
seed sepa ration are the same for all magnetic cleaners . The iron powder is
introduced onto the seed that have been slightly moistened, after which the mass
is agitated in the mixing apparatus . The rough or gelatinous coated seed retain
the iron powder whereas the smooth coated seed do not. With some separations
such as Johnsongrass it may be necessary to apply oil before the iron powder
is applied . After the app lication of the iron powder , the seed are then passed
over the magne tized rolls . Tho se seed which have magnetic powder sticking on
1
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them are retained on the surface of -the drum by magnetic force and those to which
no powder adheres pass over the drum without their trajectory being affected . The
seed clinging -to the rolls either fall off due to gravity or are brushed off the back
into containers provided for the waste rna terial. There is no rerun of rejected
materia l.
There are a number of factors that affect magnetic cleaning of seed.
Some of these factors are as follows:
The Condition of the Crop Seed Coat
High crop seed losses sometime accompany magnetic cleaning. These
high losses can usually be attributed to the treatment the seed received during
harvesting and processing operations prior to cleaning on the magnetic separator.
Crop seed which have received careful treatment during harvesting and subsequent handling operations are likely to have less broken and damaged seeds
than those which are roughly handled. Cleaning losses are higher with
scarified and badly broken seed because the roughened seed coats collect more
iron powder than the unscarified seed.
Seed to be cleaned on the magnetic separator should be thoroughly
cleaned with other machines, especially seed high in inert material. A good
screening and aspirating job will result in a better job and less worry.
Inert Materials
The presence of dirt, sticks, straw, leaves, and other contaminating
debris in a seed mixture results in a higher dosage requirement for effective
cleaning . The inert material competes with the weed seed for the available
dosage materials and enough dosage must be applied to coat both the weed
seed and inert ma t ter .
The · Kind of C rop Seed
Not all crop seeds which can be cleaned with the magnetic separator
respond equally to similar dosage applications. Seeds with extremely hard
and slick seed coats , such as sericea lespedeza, take up less iron powder
than seeds with slightly roughened or irregular seed coats such as alfalfa
and red clover. Sweet clover will take up even more iron powder than alfalfa
and red clover as a result of having a still rougher seed coat . Generally
speaking , the crop seed which have the slicker coats will require smaller
dosages , have a lower cleaning loss, and will result in a more effective
separation .
The Kind and Concentration of Weeds
An ideal mi xture is one in which the two species to be separated
differ in physical characteristics to such an extent that a separation can be
made on basic cleaning machinery. Unfortunately , the weed seeds of many
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species cannot be satisfactorily removed by the magnetic method because
of the similariti e s in phys i cal properties of the seed coat of the weed and
the crop in which it is mixed. In mixtures that can be -separated some considerations relative to the amount of water , oil, and iron powder should receive attention. A seed lot containing a high weed seed concentration requires a higher dosage for effective cleaning than a lot with a lower
concentration . Since the gelatinous seed coat of buckhorn absorbs water
quite readily , the water requirements of a mixture containing this weed seed
i-s higher than lots of the same crop seed contaminated with a similar amount
of dodder.
Kind of Magnetic Powder
Even though the iron powders available for use with the magnetic
separator are similar in that each contains a high percentage of iron , they
differ in other important respects such as particle size , shape , apparent
density , and to some extent color . The better performing powders are effective
on most seed lots that may be magnetically cleaned but in some instances
certain powders seem to be somewhat specific . That is, one material or powder
adheres to a particular species of weed seed better than to another.
Adjustments
The magnetic separator is a relatively simpl e machine to operate as
there a re few adj u stment to be made once the correct proportions of dosage
ma t e ria l has been ascertained . However , these few are extremely important if
satisfacto ry res ults are to be o btained .
O n e adjustment is the dosage materia L Getting the right proportion of
iron powder and li quids mixed with the seed lot is the real problem in magnetic
seed cl eaning , and the problem differs with each seed lot, Too little liquid
res ults in inadequ ate cove rage by the iron powder and consequently poor
c leaning res ul ts . Exc e ssive amounts of liqu id and powder results in discoloration of t he se e d and excessive cleaning loss.
A s econd adj u stment is the mixing time. This particular adjustment is
all i mporta n t, An inc orrect mixing time for any lot of seed will result in ineffective separation . Too long a mixing time will allow the water to evaporate
and the iron powder to be rubbed from the seeds. Too short a mixing time will
not permit tho rough coverage of the weed seed with the iron powder.
A t hi rd adj u stment is the rate of feed . For accurate and economical
cleaning the ra t e of feed mu st be controlled and adjusted properly . An incorrect
feed adjus t ment will result in either a loss of capacity or ineffective cleaning
depending u pon whether the rate is too slow o r too fast. For efficient cleaning
the feed should not be more than one seed thick when fed onto the magnetized
drums . This enables every seed to contact the drum.
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A fourth adjustment is the intensity of magnetism . The strength of
magnetism can be adjusted on separators equipped with elector-magnets and a
rectifier with a variable transformer. Such an adjustment is advantageous since
over or under dosage with water, oil and iron powder can be partially compensated
with varying intensities of magnetism .

SELECTION OF SCREENS FOR CLEANING SEED
James Henderson .!./
There are now over 200 sizes and shapes of screens in either perforated
steel or wire cloth. Some 50 or 60 new screens have been added in recent years
to permi~ seedsmen to make special separations with a screen and air seed
cleaner that could not otherwise be made . One example is the size 3 x 16
· Special--a new screen woven of tempered steel wire and planned for use as a
top screen for market cleaning flax . This same size has developed into a very
popular screen used as a top separation of small ragweed from small Korean
lespedeza seed. The size 3 x 17 Special, also made of tempered steel wire and
especially designed as the top screen for cleaning seed flax, has proved to be
excellent as a top screen for red clover and sweet clover. It separates dock,
ragweed and other plump seeds as efficiently as the 3/64 x 5/16 perforated
metal screen that has long been used for this purpose. The new wire screen
gives greater capacity.
Triangular perforated screens make special separations of weed seeds
from grains and grass seeds. Oblong cross slotted screens permit good
separations of split beans from flat beans. Many special sizes of bottom
screens for grains have been added to the previous list ot permit special separations and perfect cleaning of new varieties of seed grains . The size 6 x 6 0
wire has a specific usage as a screen to separate yarrow seed from red top
seed. These examples will emphasize that it is important to understand the
various screens available today in order to get the most from a screen machine.
Large Round-Hole Perforations : The number of a large round-hole perforated screen gives the diameter of the perforation as measured in 64ths of 1".
For example, a 64 is 64/64ths of an inch in diameter or 1" . This system is
used for numbering screens where the diameter is 5 1/2/64ths and larger.
Small Round-Hole Perforations : Round hole perforations smaller than the
size 5 1/2 carry numbers showing the diameter of the perforation as expressed
in fractions of 1". Fractions of an inch relative to small screens are used to
permit furnishing perforations that are much closer together as compared to the
numbering system used on the larger perforations .
Large Slotted Screens: The size of the perforation of a large slotted
screen consists of two number s --the first indicating the width of the slot as

.!./Mr. Henderson i.s Sales Manager, A. T. Ferrell & Company Saginaw,
Michigan; Manutacturers of Gripper grain, seed and bean cleaners and
RandQiph grain driers.
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expressed in 64ths of one inch and the second number expressing the length of
the slot in fractions of one inch. Generally speaking, the direction of the slot
will be in the direction of the flow of seeds on the screen. In many largeslotted screen sizes, however, the screen can be had as cross slots with the
direction of the slot across the direction of the flow of seed. These are particularly useful as bottom screens for separating split beans from varieties
having a relatively flat shape.
Small Slotted Screens: The first number given shows the width of the
slot in fractions of one inch. The second number shows the length of the slot
in fractions of one inch. An exception to this system is the size 3/64 x 5/16.
This size is almost exactly the same in width as a 1/21 slot, which being one
of the very earliest slotted screens used in seed cleaners, is familiar to many
seeds men who have used the older numbering system for years. Among the
group of small slotted screens there is a 1/22 x 1/2 diagonal which has its
slots turned at a 45 degree angle from the usual direction of seed flow. This
screen is useful in some instances when it will allow relatively short seeds to
go through or causing relatively longer seeds to float over the screen.
Triangular Perforations: The size given for triangular screens represents the length of each side of the triangle as measured in 64ths of an inch.
The 11 Triangle, therefore, measures ll/64ths of an inch for each side. A. T.
Ferrell and Company uses this method whereas another common system expresses
the size of a triangle perforation by giving the diameter of the largest circle that
can be inscribed.
Wire Mesh Screens: The size of both square wire mesh and rectangular
wire mesh screens indicates the number of openings per inch in each direction
of the screen. There are two sizes that are sometimes considered oblong for
their openings are not perfectly square, ye t which are so near to square that the
eye cannot detect the difference. These are sizes 18 x 20 and 20 x 22. When
the letters "SP" are added to the wire mesh screen numbers it indicates that a
special tempered wire is used. The 4 x 24 Sp. is an old screen designed many
years ago to be used as a bottom screen for separating buckhorn seeds from
clover. It had 24 openings per inch across the screen but the screen was woven
from thinner wire than usual so that the openings were larger than the openings
of the regular 4 x 24 screen. This screen is becoming less popular, because
while it was satisfactory years ago for use in cleaners that did not have brushes
to sweep beneath the screens and keep the perforations open, the wires are so
thin that the action of the brushes tends to distort them. A 6 x 21 screen is
recommended today to do the same job. It is much sturdier and has the same
width of opening.
Indented Perforations: Round and oblong screens with the perforation
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indented below the top surface of the screen are availabie .for corn sizing machines. The purpose of these i ndented screens is to encourage the kernels to
turn on end and fall into the opening rather than to lie flat and slide over.
These screens are recommended only in c orn sizers which have rubber rolls
beneath the screens to keep the perforations clean .
It is of prime importance to select screens which will accommodate the
shape of the seed being cleaned , Crop seeds are generally round , long or
lens -shaped .
Round-Shaped Seeds ~ Genera lly a round-hole to p screen is u sed to
clean round shaped seeds . Th e rou nd-hole top screeri will not accept straw
trash , pods and other large and l ong ma teria l , while the slotted bottom screen
will drop broken seeds and weed seeds t hinner than t h e rou nd crop seeds .
1

Long Seeds ~ The screens gene ra lly selected for cleani ng long seed are
an oblong top screen and an oblong bottom scr een . Th e oblong top screen will
separate any weed seeds o r la rge foreign material that are rou nder or thicker
than the crop seed . The oblong bottom screen drops thin weed seed , broken
crop seed or hulled crop seed and any other material thinner than the long crop
seed .
Lens-Shaped Seed ~ An oblong or rectangular top screen and a roundhole bottom screen are generally selected for c leaning lens -shaped seeds .
The oblong or rectangular top scr een wi ll permit the lens-shaped seed to turn
on edge and go through while rou nder or p lu mper seed and foreign material will
go over the screen . The round - hole bottom screen wi ll hold u p the lensshaped crop seeds while permitting any rou nd weed seeds so small that they
pass through the top scree n to be s ifted t hrough the openings and be separated.
If the cleaner is a two - screen type t he above princip l e achieves the best
cleaning possible .
Most seed cleaning p la nts t oday u s e c l ea n ers having mo re than two
screens to permit special sepa rations with other shapes of openings in the
same cleaning operation . As an examp l e , oats containi ng freshly killed insects
with bodies abou t t he sa me t hickness as the oat k e rne L yet whi ch are considerably longer , can be c l eaned v ery effectively with a rou nd - hole top screen .
The oats in t hi s case drop quickly through the round -hol e screen and the very
light insects will lie flat o n the screen and be sca lped o ver.
In using cleaners having mo re than two screens ·i t i s generally recommended that the top scre en in the Cleaner be a rou nd -hole scr een as this opening will screen over straw and lo ng weed seeds better than any other shape .
It is recommended that the first screen for u se on t he l ens - shaped Korean
lespedeza be a No , 6 Round which wil l take off t h e straw stems leaf material and cheat seeds before the ma i n separation is made with the rectangular
wire mesh top screen . Becau se Korean l espedeza seeds are l ens - shaped
1
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when they are placed on a square wire mesh top screen, the seeds fit diagonally across the square and drop through a smaller mesh than other seeds that
have a more round shape. The seeds of rough button weed (also known as
pojo) are not distinctly lens -shaped, so the 12 x -12 wire mesh makes a good
separation of this weed seed from Korean lespedeza -- at the same time the
seed are so near the same size and shape as the lespedeza that neither round
or slotted screen will give a clear-cut separation.
The seeds of Kobe lespedeza are also relatively lens-shaped but unfortunately are slightly wider across the seed than Korean seeds so they will not
go through the square wire mesh opening that drops the Korean. Consequently,
a larger mesh must be used to drop Kobe lespedeza seed. Unfortunately in this
case the larger mesh also passes the rough button weed seeds so that a worthwhile separation will not be made. If this common weed is present in a relatively small percentage, as the seeds come from normal cleaning with a roundhole and slotted top screen the percentage in Kobe will be reduced so that the
seeds are saleable. On the other hand, if this percentage of weeds is very high
no screen or combination of screens will remove enough of the pojo from unhulled Kobe lespedeza seed to make those seeds pure. The answer is to hull
the Kobe and change its relative size making it comparatively easy to remove
the rough button weed seeds. It is advantageous to have a mental picture of
the crop seed size and shape and a mental picture of the relative size and
shape of the weed seed to be separated before choosing the screens that will
be used . A good set of hand testing screens are instrumental in determining
the size and shape of the screens needed.
The current screen size chart listing the various sizes of the various
shapes available emphasizes that several different lengths of slots of screens
are available or offered. A 1/18 x 1/4 is a good top screen for Korean lespedeza.
The short 1/4" long slot drops the small Korean seed and at the same time
causes longer weed seeds such as cheat to lie flat and be floated over. The
use of this screen, however, reduces the normal capacity that is expected from
the cleaner by about three-quarters. The reason is that the width of the Kobe
lespedeza seed lying flat on the screen is almost as great as the length of the
slot so that each seed has to fit very exactly into the perforation in order to get
through. The 1/18 x 1/2" and 1/18 x 3/4" slots which have a longer opening
yet retain the width, will drop Kobe lespedeza much faster while making the
same good separation of plump or round-shaped weed seed.
In selecting a bottom screen for wheat, the purpose is to drop split kernels of wheat as well as long, grassy weed seeds such as cheat and wild oats.
The wheat kernels are relatively round and the length of slot whether it be short
or long is immaterial relative to holding up the commodity. This length of slot,
however, can very drastically affect the long weed seed which must drop through.
The best job, then, is done with a slot long enough to quickly and easily accept
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these long weed seeds permitting them to be quickly screened from the wheat as
soon as possible .
When selecting a bottom screen for oats the fact must be considered that
a long slot will give the oats an extra opportunity to pass- through , therefore,
while a better separation might be possible with a 3/4" long slot it might be far
more economical to use a 1/2" long slot instead.
The constant brushing of the screen cleaning brushes under wire screens
causes them to wear out faster than the perforated metal type . Many seedsmen
have asked if perforated metal slotted screens were available in the same sizes
as wire mesh screens for cleaning small legume seeds. There are two major
reasons why a substitute of this kind would not be practical. One is that the
irregularities of the surface of a wire mesh screen permits it to do a better job
of sifting than is possible with a flat perforated metal screen . The other basic
reason has to do with the percentage of open area . Obviously it is possible to
weave a wire mesh screen with a much higher percentage of open space than
would be possible with a perforated metal screen having the same size opening .
A wire mesh screen has literally tens of thousands more openings, therefore ,
we find tens of thousands more opportunities for small material to be sifted
through, with the end result that a wire mesh bottom screen will give much
greater capacity and a better separation than could be had with an equal size
of perforated metal.

ADJUSTMENTS FOR EFFICIENT AND PRECISION SEED CLEA.NING
James Henderson 1/
One of the recent developments that has contributed to more efficient
and exact seed cleaning is the metering hopper for screen and air cleaners.
The fluted roll with extended flights feeds a metered quantity of seed into the
air leg and onto the screen . While the gate is adjustable for large changes of
rate of feed, the basic adjustment is made by increasing or decreasing the
speed at which the fluted roll turns and thereby increasing or decreasing the
number of measured quantities fed into the air stream .
Spiked fingers on a shaft turning in the mass of seed in the hopper eliminate bridging of trashy seed across the hopper and tend to force the seed
down to the fluted roll so that the flutes can pull the seed through into the air
leg .
A variable drive mechanism is required for accurate control of feed with
this hopper . If you have occasion to clean very trashy seeds with your seed
cleaner, which is equipped with another type of hopper , you can change the
speed of your hopper roll by simply switching the two outside gears on your
hopper drive. The normal arrangement has a 15-tooth gear driving a 60-tooth
gear. These are reversible so that you can have the 60-tooth gear driving the
15-tooth gear. This will cause a regular roll-feed hopper or a roll-feed brush
hopper to feed very trashy seeds regularly and evenly to the screens . However,
if the seed are not extremely trashy , you may find that the extra high speed you
obtain by this reversing of gears will make it impossible for you to control the
quantity fed onto the screen . For that reason, we offer an intermediate set of
gears having 30 and 36 teeth , respectively, which you can substitute for the 15
and 60 tooth gears to give you two intermediate speeds and accomplish results
similar to those obtai ned with the metering hopper .
Possibly you have observed the action of seed on a hand screen when
you tap or jar the hand screen with your fingers . It causes seeds to be turned
and tumbled so that they present themselves to the openings of the screen and
go through faster. You can have a similar action on top screens of your cleaner
by simply installing knockers that are adjustable to lighlty tap the screens or ·
to strike the knocker pads on the screens a sharp blow for heavy vibration.
This serves a dual purpose of enabling you to vibrate the screens so that seeds
will pass through very close and small openings and to jar loose any long weed
seeds that become up-ended and wedged so tightly into perforations that brushes
cannot remove them .

1/Mr. Henderson i.s -Sales Manager , A. T. Ferrell & Company Saginaw,
Michigan; Manutacturers of Clipper grain , seed and bean deaners ana
Randolph grain driers.
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When you .attempt to make a very close and accurate s'eparationwith ·a
perforated metal bottom screen and at. the same time attempt ·to put a heavy, layer
of seed over that screen, .there is a1ways -the danger that some of t he seed you
:must separate>will :be carried over the •top of the screen without contactin~ ·the
perforations and will not be separated. · Screen dams can be fastened acr-oss
the ·top ·of the ·screen to ·i-nterrupt the ·smooth Jlow of the ·seed ·down the- screen
and cause them to be turned, , tumbled and heavily sifted~ · These screen dams,
.if properly placed, will permit you to put a heavier layer of s.eed on that bottom
screen·. with assurance that the separation will be ,correctly,mq.de •
. Round seed, . such :as . soybe-ans, .have a tendency to bounce and roll over
t:h;e top of a screen :so that s0me of the beans n.e ver contact a ·perforation but
pass ever the top of the screen :with the · screenings .• · A scalper apron made of
canvas ·can be draped over the upperhalfof th.e screen to. cause these :beans · to
·stop: th.e ir bouncing., ,settle and contact the perforations that go through •. The
apron should n0t be so -long and -he-avy.that pods and tra.s·h will be held up:.in .its
·movement down .the .screen, but can ·serve ·as a baffle to ·make the bounc:ing.: seed
·.settle ·to ·the ·scre·en .and . be ·pas:sed th,rough.
· At ·other t-imes you will be faced .with the proble·m of long · stems . or weed
seeds turning on end to go through a .top ·screen when they could be ·sepq.tated
if they,would lie flat and slide ov;er. If you .dtape oil cl0th with the slick side
down over the top ·screen, these :long pieces 0f.stem or weed seeds .ca.nnot turn
up :on end. to ·go thr,ough the ·round hole top ..screen but will . slide down the :screen
ur,1de·rneath ,t he smooth .o il clot h and- be ·scre.ened 0ver •
. You .can assure a ·better s.e pq.ration .o f thes:e .long.. stems and weed seeds
by blanking off the lower secion of a top , screen~ After your good seed have
gone through the ·screen, there :is no. reas0n :to .leave the ·re·st ·ofthe perforations
down . the length . .of: that. screen .Open. for tra s·h ;and weed seeds to find their way
through •. ·A temporary blank-off ·section can .be acco·mplis'hed by putting masking
tape and brown paper over the ·lower s·e ction.• · Permanent blanldng :off can :be
accomplished by..- simply making .·the screen .with a bla.nk metal lower. section.
· <Dne of the ·most .useful controls on a .precision.·seed--clea.n er is th.e va.ri-able ·screen shake adjustment ·mecnanism. · This permits .t he operator· to ·adjust
the s:peed at which the · screens are ·shaken from a very/slow speed to ·a ·ve·r y fast
speed • . The variable shoe shake ·mechand.sm sbould be ·operated to ·accomplish a
·desired action of the ·se·e ds on ·the ·screen, not to attempt.to get·more ·c apacity
by Shaking the ·sc.r eens faster • . For example , ,.if you .a re putting fe·scue seed
through ,a smq.U.round hole screen, ,it will be ·neceasary;for you .to.-s·hake ·the
·screens rapidly rin order to ·cause the ·fescue seed to ~ turn on end and go ,through
·the round screen •. . If you :s·h ake the ·screen slowly t they will lie flat and float
over the top of that.· screen. · Also, .if YO\.I.'re putting bluegrass seed or canary
grass seed through a small .square -w ire mesh screen , ,. it is necessary:for you to
shake ·the scr.e en Japidly or the seeds will not travel down the wire mesh .s cre.e n
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but will pile up on top of the screen and lie dead and will eventually be flooded
over with the dirt and weed seed. On the other hand H you are attempting to
make a very accurate and dose separation of a small round seed through a small
round screen either top or bottom you must shake the screen slowly to allow
the seed to come in exact contact with the opening and pass through . · Soybeans
on a top screen without the apron will bounce if you shake the screen rapidly
therefore a slow speed is required. Examples of cleaning operations requiring
slow speed are a separation of dodder from Korean lespedeza with a .1/16 round
hole bottom screen and cleaning of timothy using 1/23 or 1/25 round hole top
screen.
Each screen in a precision seed cleaner must be adjustable for different
degrees of pitch. Common ranges of pitch adjustment in seed cleaners range
from four to twelve degrees . High capacity grain receiving separators may have
greater screen pitch in order to move the grain over the screens rapidly but in a
precision seed cleaner these pitches are sufficient to give adequate cleaning
capacity while remaining able to make the exact separations required in seed
cleaning .
Screen pitch has a much greater effect on the speed at which seed moves
through the machine than does shaker shaft speed . The latter can be increased
with little effect on capacity but seed will pass over a screen in the steep position almost twice as fast as over the screen in the flat position at the same
shaker shaft speed. The speed at which the seeds pass over the screen has to
be considered from the angles of the desired capacity and the desired separation •
. If the separation is a difficult one and capacity is secondary you will naturally want to leave the seed on the screen as long as possible in order to give
every possible opportunity to make the separation • . If capacity is the important
· thing and the separation is secondary then a steep pitch is in order to accomplish a greater capacity . If the separation is quickly made and you wish to move
the material separated over the top of the screen quickly you will want to use
steep pitch.
Since it is possible that you will have a different requirement of speed
of travel over and through every screen in your cleaner it is mandatory that
every screen be adjustable for pitch and independent of any other screen and
of course the best time to make a screen pitch adjustment is while the cleaner
is operating so that you can observe the results that the changes of the pitch
adjustment cause.
For the convenience of those seed processors who do not have multiscreen cleaners but' who on occasion need to make more than one type of separation
as the seed are passing over the. bottom screen ; we. offer what we call combination screens. These will have two or more different perforations or meshes
on one screen frame; for example if you are attempting to separate hulled oats
and wild buckwheat from oats and have only one bottom screen , you may be
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able to make this separation by using a combination screen that has one
section of slotted screen material to drop the hulled oats and another section of
triangular perforations to drop the wild buckwheat. There is one very popular
combination screen used as a bottom screen for fescue which has four different
sections covered by different meshes or perforations and designed to accomplish a specific combination of separations that a processor requires.
When a manufacturer knows that the seed cleaner he is shipping will be
used for cleaning one kind of seed it is easy enough to prescribe a fan speed
that will give optimum results and maximum adjustability when cleaning only
that kind of seed; however seed cleaners are generally intended for cleaning
several different kinds of seed and it is not unusual to see a cleaner being
used in season for cleaning the seed of soybeans and the seed of red top. If
the machine is shipped with the proper drive for the fans to s upply enough air
for cleaning soybeans then the air adjustment when it is used for cleaning red
top will be. in the lowest portion of the adjustment and will be rather sensitive.
On the other hand if it is shipped with the fans adjusted for red top there will
not be enough air to make a good separation when heavy seeds such as soybeans are being cleaned . Since precision seed cleaners are equipped with a
variable shoe shake mechanism and since the fan speed may be varied over a
wide range and the variable shoe shake mechanism permits all other drives to
be driven at normal speed it is possible to furnish a dual drive for a cleaner
that will be used for cleaning both heavy and light seed. This dua l drive permits the o perator to change the fan speed from a high speed supplying plenty of
air for heavy seeds to a low speed offering wide range of adjustment for small
and light seeds . To make it po ssible to accomplish this change of speeds
quickly and easily , the motor pu lley fu rni shed can have double the usual number
of grooves and the d riven pulleys on the fan shaft be side by side of two different
sizes . With different belts it is possible just to change belts in order to
change the fan speeds and this quick changeover assures that the cleaner will
offer t he best poss i ble air separation for a ll weights of seeds.
Some of the things that can be buil t into a seed plant to give efficiency
of operation are not necessarily a part of a cleaner but are part of the design of
the equipment u sed in that planto For example:
L Every bin used should be self-cleaning with no ledges or flat slopes
that will hold up seed , necessitating clean up by hand when changing over from
one kind of seed to another.
2. Every elevator shou ld be provided with clean-out slides at the bottom to permit quick and perfect removal of small , residual quantities of seed
left in the bottom of the elevator when changing to another kind of seed.
3. Elevator buckets should be held away from the elevator belt by
spacers between the bucket and belt to permit the easy and quick blowing out
of s eeds lodged between the bucket and belt. It is impossible to prevent seeds
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from getting behind the bucket no matter how tightly you may bolt the bucket to
the belt, so the best solution to this problem is to give them room to be removed
by a blast of compressed air.
4. Every spout leading from an elevator into a bin should be at a pitch
that will insure that it is self cleaning. Every feed from an elevator to a bin or
cleaner should be equipped with an overflow device which could be a pressure
sensitive device or an overflow spout. The installation of an alarm system or
an overflow spout in a spout between an elevator in a bin or cleaner will prevent backing up or seed into the elevator and stopping and jamming the elevator
full to stop its operation .
5 . A seed cleaning plant that receives seed in bulk from trucks should
be equipped with a receiving pit having a vibro pit that is self cleaning so
there is no requirements for an operator to sweep out the tru.ck dump between
lots.
6 . The pit which houses elevator boots must be large so that an
operator can get into it and have free access to the clean out slide and room
for vacuum equipment for cleaning up between lots .
7. A vibrating conveyor mounted beneath the cleaner to convey the
cleaned seed from one side to the other cleans itself perfectly between lots so
that there is no residue for the operator to sweep out and offers the advantage
of an installation above floor level with plenty of room beneath the cleaner so
that spilled seeds may be quickly and easily cleaned from the floor.
8. Penumatic unloading installation eliminate the clean-up problem
and add great efficiency to plants which must maintain identity without mixtures
of lots of seeds coming in one after another.
Following some of these suggestions will assist you to increase the efficiency of your seed cleaning plant and properly adjust your machines for
precision cleaning .

THE CASE FOR SEED TREATMENT
Charles M . Hutchinson 1/
Dr. Bunch has asked me to briefly outline the case for seed treatment.
Some folks take seed treatment for granted , but when this attitude prevails it is usually because there is not a full realization of the importance of
this practice in its widest sense .
To some people "Seed Treatment" means the application of a fungicide
to the seeds of a limited number of crops , bu t a thorough understanding of the
entire subject easily puts this phase of processing in its proper light. There
should be an understanding of the uses and limitations of present-day chemicals
and of new approaches .
For example , there is naturally a desire on the part of all concerned
for an effective wide - range fungicide seed treatment which would also be nontoxic and non-harmful. Many companies , including our own, have screened
and tested many products but to our knowledge as of today there is nothing in
sight that will replace the organic mercuries in their field nor Thiram and
Captan in its field . The only residue tolerance of which we are aware that is
allowable on seed is Captan on popcorn and sweet com. This tolerance is
100 PPM but since 1 oz . of 7 5% Captan wou l d give about 7 50 PPM it. is
evident that there would be difficulty in getting it passed under the food
additive laws. Other than this all seed treated with toxic or other harmful
substances must be labeled as unfit for food , feed or oil.
Now let me briefly ou tline the groups under which the various seed
treatments fall, also their purpose and their characteristics.
Since the application of fungicides to seed has seniority over other
chemical applications , I will mention them first. Incidentally in 1962 it
is estimated that 300 million pounds of fungicide valued at 100 million dollars
were used in the United States to help control plant diseases. In spite of the
increasing use of fungicides, however , the national loss to farmers and
growers was estimated to be 3. 8 billion dollars in 1962 . Within the seed
treatment fungicide group , and also because of its seniority over· most other
chemicals, are the organic mercuries, .which are and have been one of the
most versatile of all the fungicides as far as the control of seed-borne diseases
is concerned . For example reading from the label of an organic mercury seed
treatment product, we find that it is registered for use on the following seed:
wheat, oats barley cotton , flax sorghum rice rye , sugar beets, peanuts,
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safflower, corn, beans, soybeans and peas . Other mercurial labels also include
small seeded legumes and vegetable seed . Organic mercury was originally-used
in dust form, but with the possible exception of on-the-farm treating, the ready
to use liquid formulations are by far the most common . Even th0ugh some of
them are registered on a wide range of crops, handling practices and customs
in the trade, possibly plus lack of promotion, leave some of the major crops -in
the U.S.A. treated with something other than mercurials . Thiram and Captan,
which are !J.Sually referred to as seed protectants and which are available in
wettable powder form , are widely used on corn and sorghums . Soybeans,
which represent a large acreage, are being treated in ever-increasing quantities.
Small seeded legumes such as clover and alfalfa are often treated at the major
processor level , and the fungicide as a rule is Thiram or Captan . Vegetable
seeds are often treated , as are field beans and peas , and either mercurials or
protectants can be used .
Briefly , fungicides , as the name implies , are applied to seed to destroy disease causing fungi on the seed and give the seed and the seedling
some protection in the soil. So much for the fungicide treatment. Now let us
consider another seed treatment that in many areas can return good dividends
to the grower. I refer to seed treatment with an insecticide . Many of the
insecticides have repellent action as well as killing action, and they do help
considerably in the control of soil inhabiting insects . There are many cases,
of course, where insecticides have to be applied either at a heavier rate
than can be put on the seed , or mixed throughout the soil, but in many instances the com para ti vely small expense involved in applying insecticide to
the seed is most worthwhile. It is also much more economical than soil
application. Aldrin , _Dieldrin and Heptachlor are the most commonly used seed
treatment insecticides , and they are available in both liquid and powder form.
Another field where seed treatment is of great benefit does not even entail the
use of a pesticide . I refer to legume inoculation , which is now being considered more as a seed treatment because of the fact that much of it is done
at the processor level weeks or months in advance of planting. It involves
the application of living bacteria which assure the legume plant the best
possible nitrogen fi xation and best ability fo r utilizing free nitrogen from the
air.
A pre-inoculation of legume seed can be done , bu t there are certain
precautions that must be observed . It should be remembered that the natural
enemy of living legume bacteri a is heat or warm weather; therefore , if the preinoculation can be done during cold weather , which will help to allow the
seed to become cool , and if the inoculated seed is stored in a cool warehouse,
the bacteria should rema i n alive on the seed for sev eral months.
Pre-inoculation of legume seed requires the addition of something
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other than the ordinary ·inoculant such as w9uld be used immediately prior to
planting . The pre-inoculant as sold b y our company for example contains a
nutrient substance which helps maintain the life of the bacteria . It also contains a sticker which assures the bacteria adhering to the seed . Other materials
for pre-inoculation use a sticker which is designed to keep the air from the
bacteria . In pre-inoculation there are two main things to be considered: First
the coolness of the seed from processing to planting time , and second a material
that is especially formulated for pre-inoculation.
There is considerable interest in some areas and in some crops in the
pelleting of seed and in this way fungicides insecticides growth stimulants
rodent repellents etc . can be added .
Seed Treatment with systemic insecticides shows promise on some
crops - example cotton .
Time does not permit me to go into more detail on type s of seed treatment
nor does it permit me to spend time on the technical reasons for seed t reating but
I do want to give you a cross-section of the practical benefits of seed treatment
in short and concise terms . Before doing this however I would like to point out
in a most positive way that you and your farmer customers or the farmers With
whom you come in contact should be aware of the recommendations that are made
by your own state experiment stations. There are wide differences in seed treatment but your local e x periment station or county agent will have information on
the best treatments to us e for each crop. I also urge you to study the labels of
each product and to follow the recommendations contained thereon . On any
chemical the label should be considered as a factual concise technical bulletin .
The manufacturer must live up to the claims as stated thereon and the processor
should follow the directions which are outlined on each label.
Here then is the payoff as far as seed treatment is concerned :
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SEED TREATMENT . PAYS
State

Grain (bus. gained)
Wheat

Georgia
Poor Seed
Good Seed

Oats

Barley

Flax

Sorghum Rice

Hay(dry)
lbs.

31.7
6.5

I
3.0
Kansas
2.2
S. Carolina
5 to 24
Arkansas
USDA-Wash
State
1 .l/2 to 2 1/2
Spring
5
Fall
3
Georgia
Iowa
Arkansas
Texas
2
Texas
3
Iowa
5. 5
Illinois
+40%
N. Dakota

1, 060
260

10. 5

381

I'

9 1/2

11

15

.

22

+30%

Gentlemen, I will rest the case for seed treatment with the hope that
I have reaffirmed in all of your minds the fact that the treatment of seed is
important, that the field is ever-widening, and that those of you who are in
a position to do so will exert even more effort toward persuading all farmers
that they should treat all seed, and that they should look into all of the
benefits, including fungicides, insecticides and inoculants.

LOW HUMIDITY STORAGE ROOMS
David L. Watson Y
I would like to thank Dr. H . Dean Bunch and the organization here
at Mississippi State for the honor and the opportunity of speaking to you today
about some of the problems of dry seed storage rooms .
I am sure there isn't a person in this room who hasn't come face to face
with the problem of damp air in the storage of seeds. You all know that high
humidity causes loss of viability disease and germination in storage. Also,
damp air and, therefore, damp seeds tend to invite insects. Boxes , bags and
packaging materials tend to crush, discolor and rot . High humidity adds up to
loss in your storage program --while humidity control can mean dollars in your
pocket .
I have talked to one corn breeder who estimates his foundation and
breeding stock to be worth a penny a grain. This company found that a dry room
for foundation, breeding and carry-over stock was a financially sound investment.
They are raising a large crop of foundation seed which they plan to hold for as
long as ten years and thereby eliminate annual small crops. A properly controlled dry room makes this possible .
Let's talk for a few minutes about the costs and consideration in
building and drying a room for your seed storage program .
First of all, we must realize that we are not dealing with liquid water .
Too often we can't get away from this concept. We know that water ex1sts in
three forms --a solid, a liquid and a gas. We are dealing with a gas which
we cannot see and which we cannot feel. This gas pushes itself from place to
place by its own pressure . Therefore, when the air surrounding seed is dry,
the seed gets dry; and , if the air is damp, .then the seed gets damp . If you
have ever tried to shave in Arizona , you will get the idea . You find that before
you . can shave, the lather gets dry . You might say that the air in Arizona is
thirsty. It drys things up fast. You have to lather a little and shave a little
to get the job done. Herb Shriner of television fame once said it was so dry
they put on postage stamps with safety pins .
. Let's consider for a moment the moisture in this room . I am quite
positive that we have at least 70 to 100 grains of moisture per pound of air here
now. What does this mean? We can't see it and we can't feel it. I am pretty
sure we have this much moisture because each person while just sitting here
will add about 1/4 of a pound of water to the atmosphere during the hour . We
I
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do this by breathing and by evaporation from our skin surfaces. If we cooled
0
this room down to 50 F we would begin to see this moisture because it would
condense all over every object in the room. The relative humidity would increase
to 100% and seeds stored here would germinate and rot.
We have all seen those small mechanical refrigeration-type house-hold
dehumidifiers. We could place one of these in the corner p.nd after it ran for a
day it would collect a bucket of water. We would get something we could see
and feel. It would be tangible and we as humans tend to like this sort of thing.
As we dump out a bucket full a day we feel accomplishment. If we measured the
relative humidity before and after collecting a bucket of water we would find the
measurements to be very nearly the same --and we ask why·? Simply because
as we dehumidify , the air moisture by its own pressure comes in through the
plaster cement wood bricks and around the cracks in the doors and windows.
We would find that to effectively dehumidify this room , we would have to have
a very large and very expensive dehumidifier indeed.
What are we saylng? Simply this -- in order to have a dry storage room
first you have to have a storage room which is capable of being dried. We have
said "we are dealing with a gas". We don't find gas delivered to laboratories
and homes in a "wooden" keg! Water can be kept in a keg but gas must be contained in a metal tank or a glass jar. Gas can only be contained in an enclosure
that is gas-proof or in this case vapor-proof.
A dry storage room must be constructed so that it approaches the state
of being gas tight (not water-proof). If it is an existing room, then we must
make it as vapor-tight as possible by the use of vapor-proof coatings or by
lining it with an effective vapor barrier. Remember! A good thermal barrier is
not necessarily a good vapor barrier and a waterproof material is not necessarily
vapor proof. We are not talking about selecting an insulation with a vapor barrier
on one side and tacking and stapling it here and there; we are not talking about
sealing the walls and letting the ceiling go; we are not talking about doing a good
job on the walls , floor and ceiling and then installing a door that lea.ks all the
way around. We are talking about fanatically sealing every crack in the entire
structure . This is the most satisfactory and least costly way. It is worth dollars
and it must be done .
Perhaps it ' s because I am in the metal fabricating business but if I
were doing it I would build the entire room of sheet steel or sheet metal. I would
weld every joint or I would seal it with a positive gasket and I would use a commercial ice-box door that seals . Perhaps this sou nds too costly but let's consider a moment. In my home town they are building 1500 aluminum houses. Prefabricated metal buildings are for sale nationwide. Steel quonset huts have been
in use for many years. Actually this is a very practical way to build a dry storage room . After you have overcome the vapor proofing job you can use any good
waterproof thermal insulation you choose, depending on what temperature you intend to maintain.
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I strongly suggest that you go back and read again the 1960 Short Course
Proceedings. On page 16 2 John S. Rogers states the ultimate importance of
low humidity and I quote "while reduction from 12 to 11% (seed content) will
double the period before substantial loss of vigor reduction from 12 to 10% will
increase it by 4 times." If this is true then it is plain common sense that we
should seal the storage room to hold the humidity to a low level during all
seasons of the year.
Again I say if you are planning to use an existing room be practical
and do the very best sealing job possible.
Our next problem is to select a dehumidifier which will maintain low
humidity. We are not talking about just a reduction in humidity and we are not
talking about how many buckets of water we can collect. Our problem is to keep
the air dry to a much greater degree than we might attempt in our basement at
home. We are talking about Arizona-dry and Egyptian-tomb dry. This is one
reason why a lot of people are in trouble today. The actual degree of dryness
0
required was not really faced in the first place. · So let's talk about 50 F 20%
0
r. h. or 40 F 30% r, h. to start with. It is very difficult to accomplish this
degree of dryness with refrigeration equipment alone.
The most practical known method of drying to this extent is with a
desiccant dehumidifier.
Please don't be alarmed by the word "desiccant"
Too often people
think this is a chemical like calcium chloride which is consumed as it dries
is corrosive and messy to handle . Desiccants are not like this. I brought
several samples with me which you can examine if you would like to. These
are dry chemicals , non-toxic and non-corrosive. They will last for years without losing effectiveness. You could use them in your salt shaker without danger.
It will not hurt your hands or sting your eyes and it will not harm your seed. ·
The machine blows air from your storage room through a bed of desiccant.
The desiccant takes out the moisture and the dry air goes back into the room.
After the desiccant collects a quantity of water the machine automatically
switches the air stream to a fresh bed of desiccant to continue drying while the
first bed is reactivated by blowing hot air thorough it. The moisture still in
vapor form is blown outside the room and you never see any water. Thus while
one bed is always drying the other is always regenerating. This is done simply
and automatically and the machine can be left alone to run for many months without attention.
The machine can be mounted inside or outside the storage room. A
humidistat can be installed in the room to cut the machine on and off thereby
maintaining a constant condition for your seeds and saving power
A desiccant dryer has to contain the air that passes through it and
therefore should be constructed so that it is vapor-tight. It must withstand
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the effect of condensation. For this reason it should be made of heavy gauge
steel, (14 ga . minimum) and should be continuously seam-welded. Some
machines are spot-welded and the cracks are sealed with a soft pate-type
sealing compound. This is not considered to measure up to a continuously
seam-welded machine.
All machines must have air diversion valves. These valves are very
important to the operation of the machine. If they leak air it will effect the
humidityin the room. The best valves I know of are cast aluminum with micarta wiper blades. These last for the life of the machine. The wipers will
never wear out and they are compact and usually arranged for accessibility and
easy maintenance. Beware of sheet metal fabricated valves with neoprene cups
or discs. These are difficult to get to, difficult to adjust and the neoprene
soon hardens due to the heat. . On this type of valve you usually have to remove the duct work from the machine to adjust them. I know of one machine
where 7 0 sheet metal screws have to be removed as well as the duct work in
order to get to just one of the valves. This type valve also tends to require more
maintenance than cast and machined valves.
Desiccant beds are made in horizontaC vertical flat and vertical
cylindrical styles. Vertical cylindrical beds are by far the strongest and most
rigid. They should always be made as a separate machine part. Some manufacturers make the bed an integral part of the machine. This is bad because if
a hole appears in the bed screen the machine casing must be discarded.
Don•t be taken in. Even though you don •t understand the equipment 1 use
your common sense. Ask questions.
Blowers heaters valves desiccant beds , and all component parts
should be replaceable and accessible for service without removing the ductwork
and without major dismantling of the machine . . Flanges should be bolted sheet
metal screws should be avoided. Spot welded machines are inferior. A good
dryer made by a reputable manufacturer will last for 20 years or more and will
give good service. Be practical - check on the features of the dryer itself.
Don.•t be swayed by high performance curves which you cannot check.
Dehumidifier initial costs vary with the size and condition of the storage room. Average cost dryers for seed rooms range from $700.00 to about
$2,000. 00 depending on the particular situation. I would say that generally a
400 cfm machine with a 4 K:N electrical load at a cost of about$1200. 00 will
hold a low humidity in an average storage room of 5 000 cubic feet. If the room
were very well sealed, it could be as large as 10 000 cubic feet.
I hope that what I have had to say will help you as you approach dry
room problems. The .i nherent difficulties caused by poorly constructed storage
rooms poorly designed equipment and undersized installations have discouraged many people. By taking a logical and proper approach from the outset
humidity can be economically controlled and you can save dollars with a dry
seed storage room .
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HUMID AIR BLOWER MOTOR

DESICCANT BED

Una-Dyn Desiccant-type Dehumidifier
The illustration above shows how a desiccant unit works.
enters the dehumidifier at the humid air inlet.

Humid air

This air is filtered and then

flows through the desiccant bed where it is dried.

It is then forced out at the

dry air outlet.
At the same time, air is drawn into the machine at the reactivation air
inlet.

This air is filtered

I

forced through the valve

I

across a heater and then

through the desiccant bed that has become damp. Here the heated air removes
the moisture and thus reactivates the bed. This air then flows through the valve
and is exhausted through the reactivation air outlet carrying the moisture with
I

it in vapor form.
While one bed is drying air the other is being reactivated. This shifting
from bed to bed is automatic and works in a continuing cycle. The dry air
stream and the reactivation air stream are completely separate.

RElATIONSHIP OF PREHARVEST ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
TO SEED DETERIORATION IN COTTON
William P. Caldwell.!/
The overall quality of cottonseed produced in the Southeast has been
poor for the past several years. Viability of the majority of cottonseed used
for planting purposes since 195.7 , with the exception of 1961 and 1962, has
averaged between 6 0 and 7 0 percent, with many lots going as low as 40 percent. It has been necessary not only to lower minimum certification standards,
but also to temporarily suspend certain regulations in state seed laws. The use
of sub-standard planting seed has resulted in stand failures in many instances.
The present study was undertaken to: determine the influence of the
preharvest environment on cottonseed quality during the period from boll
opening to harvest ; to isolate factors contributing to seed deterioration during
this period ; and to suggest corrective measures as applicable.
Field experiments were conducted in 1960 and 1961 at the Mississippi
Delta Branch Experiment Station , Stoneville, Mississippi. The factors investigated in 1960 were irrigation, nitrogen fertilization, boll positions, and
harvest dates. In 1961 the factors investigated were row spacings, nitrogen
fertility , boll positions , and harvest dates . Recording hygrothermographs were
used to obtain a continuous record of temperature and relativ$ humidity in each
of the microclimates of the experiment.
In analyzing the climatic data , the temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit,
for each hour was added to the percentage relative humidity for the corresponding period. In this manner , the two main environmental factors were expressed
in a single figure. A temperatu re - humidity index was computed by summing up
the number of hours of exposure of a seed sample to temperature+ relative
humidity over 140 . Comparisons were then made between this index figure and
seed quality .
196 0 Experiment
The 196 0 harvest season was characterized by long periods of high
humidity and moderate to high temperatures during the period from September 1
0
to the middle of October. . Maximu m. daily temperatures ranged from 80 to 95 F.
0
with minimums from 55 to 7 5 F. Rainfall was light but frequent during this
period and heavy dews were common . Relative humidities of over 90 percent
for 18 to 2 0 hours per day were very common. After October 15, temperatures
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decreased rather markedly and the humidity levels dropped somewhat. Such
conditions were less conducive to seed deterioration than those prevailing
during the previous period.
Viability loss was greatest in seeds located on the bottom one-third
of the plant and progressively less on the middle and top thirds of the plant.
As length of field exposure of open bolls increased from 1 to 6 weeks, viability
of the seeds decreased with the greatest reduction occurring in seeds located
on the lower two-thirds of the plant. Seeds produced on the lower one-third
of the plant at 45, 90 and 135 pounds of nitrogen per acre decreased in
viability as the nitrogen level increased.
Loss in seed vigor paralleled loss in seed viability in most instances.
Reduction in vigor of seeds occurred under conditions of increased nitrogen
fertility level, increased irrigation, and increased exposure in the field.
Also, vigor of seeds progressively decreased with boll position from the top
to the bottom of the plant axis.
The same trends were evident when seed deterioration was measured
from the standpoint of field emergence potentiaL
Efforts were made to relate seed deterioration with exposure to
certain temperature and relative humidity levels. It was found that highly
significant negative correlations existed between cottonseed quality, as
measured by viability, vigor, and field emergence potential of the seed, and
the number of hours of exposure to environmental conditions in which the
0
temperature ( F . ) when added to the percentage relative humidity exceeded
140 .
1961 Experiment
Experiments conducted in 1961 were concerned with the effects of row
spacing, nitrogen fertility level, boll position and length of field exposure
on deterioration in cottonseed. Temperature and relative humidity measurement
and evaluation tests used were similar to those employed in 1960.
Climatic conditions during the 1961 harvest season were much less
conducive to field deterioration than those of 1960. The fall of 1961 was
characterized by moderate temperatures and dry conditions from September 1
until early November. Relative humidity levels were much lower than in
196 0 with a considerable period of low humidity during each day. Rainfall
during this period was very low and the frequency of dews much less than
experienced in 1960. In early November a period of rainy weather ensued
with resulting high relative humidities. By this time, however, the daily
0
mean temperatures were low, in the range of 40 to 60 F.
Viability loss was greater in the middle one-third of the plant than
in those portions above and below this area . Deterioration in viability increased with increase in exposure time in the field up to 6 weeks. Among
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the row spacings studied , 20, 40 , 60 and 80 inches between rows, it was found
that, especially at the higher nitrogen levels of 120 and 180 pounds of nitrogen
per acre, viability decreased with decreasing spacing between rows . ·Viability
loss was greater at the higher nitrogen rates of 120 and 180 pounds per acre
than at 60 pounds per acre .
Vigor was highest in seeds produced on the lower one-third of the
plant and became progressively poorer on the upper portions. Vigor increased
with increase in exposure time up to 4 weeks at which time a drop in vigor
occurred . This was in contradiction to the results of the 1960 studies and it
is felt that the reason was a confounding of vigor and seed dormancy which
tended to cancel each other . Dormancy was manifested principally by slower
germination and it persisted up to about 4 weeks after boll opening . Vigor was
found to increase with increased width between rows and with decreased nitrogen
fertility leveL
Field emergence potential decreased as nitrogen fertility level increased
and as exposure time in the field increased .
The quality evaluation criteria, viability and field emergence potential,
were negatively correlated with number of hours of exposure to temperature
0
.
( F.) plus relative humidity (%) which exceeded 140, thus corroborating the
results obtained in 1960. Vigor was positively correlated with the temperaturehumidity index , however, this response was undoubtedly related to the dormancy
situation outlined above .
Very little loss in seed quality , when compared with that of 1960 ,
occurred during the exposure periods in 1961. This can be attributed to the more
favorable conditions of temperature and humidity prevailing during this time.
However , the 1961 data showed the same trends in seed quality deterioration
as those of 1960 although not as pronounced as in the previous season . The
trends appeared somewhat more erratic in the 1961 experiment , possibly because
of the more moderate effects of temperature and relative humidity which allowed
expressions of other localized and unknown factors.
Cultural practices which tended to induce dense foliage growth such
as high levels of nitrogen and close row spacings were conducive to deterioration
in seed vigor Again , this can probably be attributed to the higher humidities
prevailing in the microclimate of the bolls on the lower two-thirds of the plant
axis.
Based upon the results obtained in this study, it appears that considerable deterioration in seed quality can occur in the field from time of boll
opening until harvesL . Furthermore , reduction in seed quality seems to be
correlated with exposure to high temperatures and humidities
Some deterioration in seed quality very likely was caused by activity of fungi and
bacteria associated with the seed in the field, for conditions of high temperature
o

0
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and humidity which promote high respiration rates in seeds are also conducive to increased activity of micro-organisms.
It is of interest that seed ql..lality deterioration
may be lessened by
.
i
cultural practices which reduce the density of thl foliage. In seasons when
environmental conditions are very adverse cultural practices alone would
probably not suffice to preserve seed quality at a high .level. However in
seasons when environmental conditions were somewhat less adverse use
of cultural practices to minimize foliage denseness could mean the difference
between high or low cottonseed quality.
It is possible that a combination of cultural practices to reduce
foliage density and certain harvesting practices such as defoliation of the
bottom one-third of the plant as those bolls open followed by early mechanical
picking of that portion of the crop could greatly improve the overall quality
of cottonseed.
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DO PRESENT DEFOLIATION PRACTICES AFFECT
QUALITY OF COTTONSEED
(ABSTRACT)
Robert 0. Thomas .V
In preliminary studies at five Mississippi Delta locations in 1961,
bottom defoliation of cotton resulted in an average seed moisture of 10 percent
in the bottom crop 7 to 18 days after application. Average seed moisture in
comparable adjacent untreated areas was 14 percent. Thus, under good drying
conditions, bottom defoliation can permit more rapid moisture loss from bottomcrop seed so that it will be at a safer level for storage.
Studies were conducted Q.t the Delta Branch Experiment Station of the
effect of defoliation timing on fiber and seed maturity. The percent of open
bolls was evaluated as an index of general crop maturity. Seed index, oil
content, and germination served as measurements of seed rna turity ~n bolls of
known age at time of defoliant application. Results indicated that the 60percent open stage is usually safe for defoliation unless the set of late-season
bolls is relatively heavy, or weather conditions retard boll opening. Determinations of percent of bolls open should be supplemented by examination of
top bolls for maturity. Top bolls are mQ.ture enough for defoliation if they are
difficult to cut through with a sharp knife and if the embryo has developed
so that it completely fills the seed cavity.
· Seed-quality losses resulting from defoliation-induced immaturity
are considered to be relatively minor compared with losses from weatherassociated deterioration. Seed immaturity resulting from defoliation when 60
percent of the bolls were open was evident only in the last 10 to 20 percent
of the bolls set. On a weight basis, this fraction did not even approach the
proportion of mature bolls frequently deteriorated by weather and associated
effects.
Timing of defoliant application to the entire plant when it has set
bolls for 8 weeks or longer represents a compromise between top-boll maturity
and bottom-boll deterioration. Before the 60-percent open-bolls stage is
reached, the bottom crop has been subjected to field deterioration for an extended period. Therefore, when conditions have permitted a relatively long
period of boll set, bottom defoliation followed by early bottom harvesting may
minimize seed-quality losses in the bottom crop .

..!/Dr. Thomas is Plant Phy;siologist, Crops Research Division, ARS, USDA,
cooperative with ~he Delta Brandi Kxperiment Station, Stoneville, Miss is sippi.

RECENT COTTON HARVESTING' STUDIES RELATING TO COTTONSEED
QUALITY AT STONEVILLE 1 MISSISSIPPI
R. E. Parker l/
Although cotton lint quality is the p rimary factor considered in mechanized
cotton production research, cottonseed quality has received attention in more recent studies.
Experiments with irradiation of cottonseed in 1958 and 1959 revealed that
while irradiation tended to improve the emergence of fuzzy cottonseed, the degree
of improvement was no more than the difference between the emergence of untreated fuzzy and acid-delinted seed. In shore the percent emergence of untreated
acid-delinted seed was about the same as irradiated fuzzy seed. Since earlier
tests had shown that irradiation increased the moisture absorptivity of cotton
lint, it was logical to assume that irradiation would increase the moisture absorptivity of cottonseed and under extremely dry conditions increase the rate of
seedling emergence.
Most of the work on cottonseed by Mechanization Investigations has
been concerned with preserving the seed's quality from the time the cotton boll
opens until it is ginnedo In a 1960 defoliation-seed cotton moisture-storage
test at Stoneville, cottonseed quality measure ments were made in addition to
lint quality measurements.
Defoliation reduced free fatty acid content from 5. 6 percent to 4 ~ 0 percent. This difference was closely associated with the difference in moisture
content of seed cotton from defoliated and undefolia ted fields . Also, considering moisture content and free fatty acid after each day of seed cotton
storage in trailers , there was a highly significant correlation between seed
moisture and free fatty acid content -- the higher the moisture , the higher the
free fatty acid regardless of defoliation .
In addition , there was a significant negative correlation between seed
moisture and seed viability . Defoliation tended to preserve the quality of the
seed by reducing seed moisture content. Seed moisture was even more important
when the seed cotton was stored. While there was only 1. 8 percent difference
in seed germination before storage , the difference increased to 22 . 2 percent
after 3 days of storage in favor of defoliation o Seed moisture in this test
averaged over 14 percent when the seed cotton was harvested from undefolia ted plants . Also , when this cotton was stored prior to ginning, the
1
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temperature within the seed cotton mass (and consequently around the seed)
0
rose to well over 100 Fahrenheit.
Micro-organisms apparently contribute to the deterioration of cottonseed since various micro-organisms have been observed on deteriorated cotton
fibers. Preliminary tests involving the application of fungicides on seed
cotton have shown that fiber deterioration can be reduced. · Further tests may
show also that seed quality can be preserved with fungicides or bacteriacides.
In a recent test one bale was picked with a fungicide applied to the spindles
and one with water as the spindle moistener. The cotton was picked from an
undefolia ted field during a light drizzling rain. Both bales were then stored in
a trailer for 4 days before ginning. Final germination of the seed from the
treated lot was 32.0 percent, while it was 29.5 percent for the untreated lot.
It should be noted that the humidity within each bale was 100 percent and the
0
temperature recording needle went off the chart at 120 F. after only 24 hours
of storage.
Certainly, each time cottonseed are handled, there is a possibility of
mechanically damaging the seed . The possibility of seed damage by mechanical pickers has not been overlooked. Results of studies in 1961 indicate that
mechanical harvesters may damage cottonseed to some extent. Seed viability
measurements for this test were: Hand picked -- 7 5. 6 percent, after picking
and doffing from spindles -- 76.4 percent, after conveyed to basket (by fan)-72. 2 percent, and after being blown across grates in the basket-- 66.5 percent. It therefore appears that mechanical harvesters damage cottonseed and
that the majority of this damage occurs when the seed cotton hits the basket.
The degree of damage, however, may depend upon the moisture content of
the seed -- the drier the seed, the greater the damage.
In summarizing, recent tests have indicated that even though desirable environmental conditions may prevail between boll opening and
harvest time, poor quality seed can still be put in storage houses. A slight
mechanical damage to seed by pickers ,a slight drop in seed viability because
of failure to defoliate, harvesting high moisture seed cotton, and then storing
it for 3 or 4 days prior to ginning --all add up to seed of much lower quality
than they were when the harvesting operation commenced.

PRESENT STATUS OF HYBRID COTTON
Norman Justus

11,

The best known methods of utilizing hybrid vigor in field crops are
those used in the production of hybrid com and sorghum . . Com is especially
adapted to hybrid seed production because it is easily emasculated, cytoplasmic-genetic sterility has been developed, the pollen is carried by the
wind, and each plant produces several seeds. Hybrid sorghum has been produced successfully by utilizing cytoplasmic-genetic sterility. The pollen
of sorghum also is wind-borne.
Unlike com, cotton has a perfect flower that does not lend itself to
a high I?ercentage of nat1,1ral crossing under normal conditions. Cotton
pollen is not wind-borne and must be carried from flower to flower if hybridization is desired. Cotton breeders generally agree that ·the bumble bee is
the primary cotton eros s pollinator.
Several approaches have been used in the past to utilize hybrid vigor
in cotton, but large-scale production of hybrid cotton is still not a reality.
Some of the methods previouslY. suggested include (1) making crosses by
hand and using the advanced generations as the commercial product· (2)
utilizing cuttings to propagate F hybrids vegetatively, and (3) utilizing
1
natural crossing with marker stocks and roguing the selfed material by
hand. Several methods have been suggested for partial-hybrid cotton production. These include (1) the mechanical mixing of lines and growing them
in an area of high natural crossing and (2) the planting of male and female
rows in a natural crossing block. The female rows would be male--sterile or
partially male-sterile. The sterility could be induced by chemicals, genetic
sterility 1 or cytoplasmic-genetic sterility.
Chemicals have been used to induce male-sterility, but they have not
gained wide-spread acceptance. There is no mention in the literature of
hybrid-cotton production having been attempted with genetic or cytoplasmicgenetic sterility.
There are many reports in the literature of characters in cotton that
exhibit heterosis. Among these are reports byJ. 0. Ware, W. -L. Balls, and
D. Ganesan that F cottonseed are often heavier than those of either parent.
1
The most striking differences were reported by Ganesan. He reported the F
1
seed of Gossypium arboreum strains crosses were 21 to 41% heavier than selfpollinated seed from the same parents.

r Justus :i,s Research Agronomist _CRD 1 ARS USDA, cooperating with
. elta Branch Experimentotation, .S'tonev.._J.Jle, . Mi' ssissippi. The re.search
was financed partly by a grQ.nt trom the 1\Jationa Cotton Council ot America.
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Research workers in many crops, especially those working with corn,
have reported an increase in F seed size over that of the larger parent.
1
· Since a more refined method of utilizing hybrid vigor is not available
in cotton, separating F seed from mixed populations containing F , S , and
1
1
1
sibling pollinated seed was investigated. We reported at the 1962 meetings of
Southern Agricultural Workers, Inc. , that we had been successful in partially
separating hybrid seed from non-hybrid seed.
Materials and Methods
In 1961 a natural crossing block with alternate male and female rows
was grown. The male rows were planted to M 11, a doubled haploid of Empire,
having large seed. The female rows were planted to five small-seeded lines
and varieties . These small-seeded entries were planted singly in pure stands
and in mechanical mixes. The lines were D 716, Coker 100A, Deltapine
2
Smooth Leaf, Stoneville 3202, and genetically marked M8. The material
was grown in a randomized complete-block design . The experiment consisted
of 31 entries replicated 4 times. The entries were planted in 1-row plots 100
feet long with a 6 -foot alley between plots. The field was rectangular. Replications 1 and 3 were in tandem with replica lions 2 and 4. Replica lion 1 and
3 and 2 and 4 were side by each. Thus, each replication had two sides bordered
by cotton and two not bordered. The same parent materials were also crossed
by hand in a different block.
Five individual genetically marked M8 plants were harvested from each
of the 16 plots that contained this marker stock in each replication. The seeds
from each plant were separated into five width classes with a commercial type
laboratory seed separator . The five size classes were those thatremained on
the 13/64" screen ; those that passed the 13/64" screen, but remained on the
12.5/64"; those that passed the 12.5/64" screen, but remained on the 12/64";
those that passed the 12/64" screen, but remained on the 11/64"; and those
that passed the 11/64" screen. The homozygous g1 g1 seedlings from
1
1
self-pollinated seed and the seedlings heterozygous for g1 from outcrossed
1
seed are shown in slide 1. The glanded factor is dominant to glandless.
Thus we can take seedlings directly from the germina tor and determine the per,..
centage of hybrids in a given seed lot.
Results and Discussion
The percentage of hybrids, the cumulative percentage of hybrids, the
cumulative percent of the total lot , and percentage of hybrids increase over
the mean of the population are presented in Figure 2 . The 13.0 size has the
highest percentage of hybrids -- 39. The percentage of hybrids decreased at
an almost linear ra t e to the less than 11. 0 size class which had 18% hybrids.
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The 13. 0 size class had an increase of 77% over the mean of the population
but retained only 2% of the total seed lot. The percentage of the total seed
lot retained on a decreasing size basis was inversely proportional to the increase in percentage of hybrids. The cumulative percent hybrids indicates the
percentage of hybrid seed in a given seed lot if only that screen size were used.
The differences between size classes were not always significant at the
5% level of probability but the trend is obvious.
Data from the hand crosses indicated that three of the parent lines produced a heterotic effect for F seed size and two did not when the tester line
1
was used as a female. We were unable to pick out these differences in the
natural crossing block.
Summary
l.

These data indicate that seed separation is a practical method of
increasing the percentage of F hybrids for the production of partial-hybrid
1
cotton.
2.
These -data represent a starting point and we hope to improve on
this method.
Figure 2.

Data on the percentage of hybrids in five width classes of
cottonseed from a natural crossing block grown in 1961.

Sieve slot
width
(6 4 ths inch)
13.0
12. 5
12.0
11. 0
11. 0 (less
than)

*

Percent
Hybrids
39
31
27
22
18

a*
b
b
be
c

Cumulative Cumulative
percent of
Percent
total lot
Hybrids
39
33
29
24
22

a
b
be
c
c

2
8
19
67
100

Percentage of hybrid
increase over mean
of population
77
48
32
9
0

Any two means not followed by the same letter are significantly different
at the 5% probability level.
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REGISTRATION LIST
196 3 SEEDS MEN'S SHORT COURSE

AlABAMA

ARKANSAS (CONT'D)

1.

9.

Harold L. Cannon
Southern Timber Mgt.Service
P. 0. Box 7 527
Birmingham 13 Alabama
I

2.

Jerry Holland
DeKalb Agri. Assoc. Inc.
Albertville Alabama
I

3.

Wheatley
10.

11.

M. D. Harris
Zenith Seed Company
Arkansas

I

Robert Hatfield
Arkansas Rice Growers
Stuttgart Arkansas
I

Ala ba rna

I

12.

4.

Arkansas

I

Tuckerman

Melvin ·M. Moorer
Alabama Crop Improvement Assoc.
Au burn

·Harry Hardwick
Wheatley Grain Drying Co.

B. B. Spratling Jr.
Spratling & Spratling
I

Merlin Hendricks
Arkansas Rice Growers
Desarc Arkansas
1

Roba

I

Alabama
13.

ARKANSAS
5.

6.

I

Arkansas

C. R. Cunningham
So. Western Electric Power Co.
Ashdown Arkansas
I

'

7.

Leon Foster ·
Arkansas Rice Growers
Corning Arkansas
I

8.

Box 1069
Little Rock

John Baldwin
Arkansas State Plant Board
Box 1069
Little Rock

. Richard Graves
Alice-Sydney Dryer & Seed Co.
. Jerome

I

Arkansas

Raymond J. Hefner
Arkansas State Plant Board

14.

I

Arkansas

H. H. Kaufman
Kaufman Seeds
Ashdown Arkansas
I

15.

J. P. Keel
Tuckerman Grain Drying
Tuckerman Arkansas
I

16.

B. B. Lackey
Arkansas Rice Growers
McGehee

I

Arkansas
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18

17

21

24

23

22

25

20

19

26

27
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. CALIFORNIA (CONT'D)

ARKANSAS (CONT'D)
17.

18.

19.

Ferrell Lynn
Alice-Sydney Dryer & Seed Co.
Jerome, Arkansas
R. A. McKnight
Adkins -Phelps Seed Company
P. 0. Box 551
N. Little Rock, Arkansas
J. C. Mahon
Jonesboro Grain Drying Coop.
Jonesboro, Arkansas

26.

· P. 0. Box 351
Willows, California
27.

E. L. Moore
Arkansas Rice Growers
Stuttgart, Arkansas

21.

Robert Rawlings
Arkansas Rice Growers
Stuttgart, Arkansas

22.

23.

29.

H. -M. "Mitch" Baker
E. I. DuPont de Nemours Co. ,Inc.
Industrial & Biochemical Dept.
1007. Market Street
Wilmington 98, Delaware

30.

Donald M. Clark
Clark Seed Company, Inc.
Kenton, Delaware

31.

-Mrs. -Donald M. Clark
Clark Seed Company, Inc.
-Kenton, Delaware

'

Wiley C. Tester
Arkansas Seed Laboratory, Inc.
13th & Cedar Streets
N. Little Rock, Arkansas

CALIFORNIA
24.

25.

Jim Ball
Calidino Farm Seeds, Inc,
P. 0. Box 817
Woodland, California
RayA. Barbee
Waldo Rohnert Company
987 0 Fairview Road
Hollister, California

William D. Munroe
Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Rocky Ford, Colorado

-DElAWARE

Fred J. Roth
Arkansas Rice Growers
Stuttgart, Arkansas
.

Tom Young
Calidino Farm Seeds, Inc.
P. 0. Box 895
Galt, California

COLORADO
28.

20.

Darrell Johnson
Calidino Farm Seeds, Inc.

3 2.

'l'. C. · Ryker
E. I. DuPont de Nemours Co. ,Inc.
Industrial & Biochemical Dept.
1007 Market Street
Wilmington 98, Delaware

11 0

..

33

36

38

40

41

42

43

44

47

45

49

48

50
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

GEORGIA (CONT'D)

33.

43.

J. R. Johnson
Georgia Ex tension Service
Extension Building
University of Georgia
Athens , Georgia

44.

Harvey C. Lowery

J. Dennett Guthrie
FAS U . S. - Dept. of Agri.
Washington 25, D. C.

· FLORIDA
34.

35.

Roger A. Krohne
Krohne Associates, Inc.
· Fern Park, Florida
Walter J. Krohne ,
Krohne Associates, Inc .
Fern Park, Florida

36.

A.E . C. Mcintyre
S. & M . Farm Supply
Homestead, Florida

37.

Charles Deriso
Paul }Iattaway Company
Cordelle, Georgia

38.

Ed Green
Green & Jackson Seed Co .
Byron, Georgia

39 .

Mrs. Ed Green
Green & Jackson Seed Co.
Byron, Georgia

40.

'James L Holman
DeKalb Agri. Assoc., Inc.
Box 281
Bogart, Georgia

41.

42 .

C. J. Hulsey
Hulsey Seed La bora tory
Decatur , Georgia
Hugh Inglis
Georgia Crop Imp . Association
307 Hoke Smith Annex
University of Georgia
Athens , . Georgia

Georgia Ex tension Service
Extension Building
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia
45.

J. W . Mercer
Cotton Producers Association
Box 2210
Atlanta, Georgia

46 .

Mrs. J. W. Mercer
Cotton Producers Association
Box 2210
Atlanta, Georgia

47 .

Hinton Mitchem
DeKalb Agri. Assoc .
Athens , Georgia

48.

Sammie B. Parkman
Foundation Seeds, Inc .
3 07 Hoke Smith Annex
University of Georgia
Athens , Georgia

49.

H . R. Scott
Husley Seed Laboratory
Decatur , Georgia

50 .

Re x Wilson
Georgia Crop Imp . Assoc.
3 07 Hoke Smith Annex
Athens, Georgia

112

68

53

54

55

57

58

59

61

62

63

65

66

67

69

70

113
ILLINOIS (CONT'D)

ILLINOIS
51~

Ralph Burgess
Fruit Belt Service
Vienna Illinois

61.

Mrs. Ralph Burgess
Fruit Belt Service
Vienna Illinois

6 2.

Tom Cordes
Trisler Seed Farms Inc.
Fairmount Illinois

6 3.

I

I

52.

Roger F. Lohrmann
Trisler Seed Farms Inc.
Fairmount Illinois
I

I

I

53.

James F. Killiam
Ag. Weed & Herbicide
Towanda Illinois

1

I

John Lowry
Illinois Foundation Seeds
107. N. 5th Street
Champaign Illinois
I

54.

Bernard Dahlquist
Funk Bros. Seed Company
1300 W. Washington
Normal Illinois

64.

I

Robert J. Matthews
Illinois Foundation Seeds
107 N. 5th Street
Champaign Illinois
I

55. - Mrs. Bernard Dahlquist
Funk Bros. Seed Cornpany
1300 W. ·washington
Normal Illinois

65.

I

Arthur W. Menges
Illinois Crop Improvement Assoc.
110 W. Green Street
Urbana Illinois
I

56.

Charles R. Finley
Funk Bros. Seed Compcany
Bloomington Illinois

66.

I

57.

J. C. Hackleman
Illinois Crop Improvement As soc,
110 W. Green Str~et
Urbana Illino~s

Milford
67.

Illinois

Orville Niehaus
Ging Inc .
Farina Illinois
I

Vernon L. Henze
Sphar & Company
Box 39.9
Mt. · Carmal Illinois

68.

J. R. Huey
Moews Seed Company
Granville Illinois

69.

Howard E. Reeder
Funk Bros. Seed Company
Box 911
Bloomington Illinois
I

I

59.

I

I

I

58.

Albert Morr
. Grow's Hybrid Company

I

Mrs. Howard E. Reeder
Funk -Bros Seed Company
Box 911
Bloomington Illinois
I

60.

Charles M. Hutchinson
Morton Chemical Company
110 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6 Illinois
I

70.

Ray F. Smith
I

Trisler Seed Farms Inc.
Fairmount Illinois
I

I
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73

72

71

75

77

76

79

78

81

82

84

85

83

86
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ILLINOIS (CONT'D)

INDIANA(CONT'D)

71.

80.

Dave TenBarge
TenBarge Seed Company
Haubstadt, Indiana

81.

Glen TenBarge
TenBarge Seed Company
Haubstadt, Indiana

Harold Wright
DeKalb Agri. Assoc.
DeKalb, Illinois

INDIANA
72.

H. A. Brummel
H. A. Brummel Company
Box 201
Cedar Lake, Indiana

7 3.

7 4.

7 5.

76 .

R. Clyde Hoppes
Mitchell Farms
Windfall, Indiana
Mrs. R. Clyde Hoppes
Mitchell Farms
Windfall, Indiana
William Lucas, Jr.
Million's Hybrids
Williamsport, Indiana

KANSAS
82.

Paul Barnett
Sharp Bros. Seed Company
Healy, Kansas

8 3.

Marvin Bretz
Sharp Bros . Seed Company
Healy , Kansas

84.

Dwayne McCarty
Sharp Bros. Seed Company
Healy, Kansas

85.

Gerald W. Sharp
Sharp Bros . · Seed Company

Ken Meyer

Healy, Kansas

Ken Meyer Seed Company
Vincennes, Indiana
7 7.

78.

79.

Mrs. Ken Meyer
Ken Meyer Seed Company
Vincennes, Indiana
James E. Mills
Acme Goodrich Seed
Division of General Grain, Inc.
Winchester, Indiana
Mrs . James E. Mills
Acme Goodrich Seed
Division of General Grain, Inc.
Winchester , Indiana

LOUISIANA
86 .

E. E. Brown, Industrial Supt.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co .
1624 W. Kirby Place
Shreveport, Louisiana

87 .

John H. Cade , Jr.
Alexandria Seed Company
Box 1830
Alexandria, Louisiana

88.

C . C. Hooper
Alexandria Seed Company
Box 1830
Alexandri,a , Louisiana

116

90

91

92

95

99

104

100

105

106

117
LOUISIANA (CONT'D)

MINNESOTA (CONT'D)
George Durkot
Simon-Carter Company
655-19th Avenue, N . E.
Minneapolis Minnesota

Sam Hooper
Automation Equipment Company
Box 335
Monroe, Louisiana

98.

90.

R. W. McPherson
Automation Equipment Company
Box 335
Monroe, Louisiana

99.

91.

Archie Miles
Louisiana Seed Company
Box 1112
Alexandria, Louisiana

92.

. Sam Savage
Belcher
Louisiana

101.

Billy Tom Weeks
Al-Wyche Distributor
Box 338
Plain Dealing , Louisiana

R. H. Crowder
Stuart C . Irby Company
815 S . State Street
Jackson, Mississippi

102.

W . W . Decell
Department of Agriculture
Jackson, Mississippi

103 .

Robert Doyle
The Delta Company
Box 419
Bel zoni , Mississippi

104.

M , T . Flowers
Miss . Seed Imp . Assoc.
Box 27 5
State College Miss i ssippi

89 .

93.

I

100 .

John J. Decker
A. T. Ferrell & Company
Saginaw, Michigan

95.

Jim Henderson
A. T. Ferrell & Company
Saginaw, Michigan

96.

Larry Honn
A. T. Ferrell & Company
Saginaw, Michigan

I

105.

W . S. Acheson
Gustafson & Son Mfg. Company
6401 Cambridge Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota

;

Anthony M . Giallella
Stoneville Pedigreed Seed Co .
Stonevi lle, Miss i ssippi

MINNESOTA
97 .

Thomas Oben
Land ' 0 ' Lakes Creameries ,Inc .
2215 Kennedy Street, N. E.
Minneapolis 13, Minnesota

• MISSISSIPPI

MICHIGAN
94 .

Tom Hartman
Simon-Carter Company
655-19th Avenue, N. E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

106.

0. E . Grimsley
Milbu rn Farms , Inc .
P . 0. Box 4
Ru leville Mississippi
I

·118

108

109

110

114

118

121

119

122

124

119
MISSISSIPPI (CONT'D)

MISSISSIPPI (CONT'D)

107.

Walker Guerry
Miss. Seed Imp . Assoc.
Box 27 5
State College, Mississippi

117.

108.

Sam B. Herron
Department of Agriculture
Jackson, Mississippi

118.

109.

Willis Huff
Barron & Company
P. 0. Box 433
Crystal Springs , Mississippi

110.

111.

1

119.

120 .

L. B. Johnson

121.

113.

114.

Norman Justus
Delta Branch Experiment Station
Stoneville, Mississippi

122 .

W. A. Price Jr.
Bobshaw Pedigreed Seed Co.
India nola Mississippi
I

I

123 .

T . L. Reed III
The Delta Company
P. 0. Box 419
Belzoni Mississippi
I

I

124 .

Felix Sc hi llings
Stoneville Pedigreed Seed Co.
Stoneville Mississippi
1

Kenneth S . McClain
Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott Mississippi

12 5.

R. E . McCollum
Mississippi Federated Coop .
Canton, Mississippi

126 .

C . _A. Spragins
Refug e Seed & Delinting Co.
Gre e nville Mississippi

I

116.

Harry E . Pittman
Hollandale Seed & Delinting Co .
Hollandale Mississippi
1

Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott, Mississippi
115 .

L. M. Phillips
L. M . Phillips Farms
Box 74
Holly Bluff Mississippi
I

Louis King
Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott , Mississippi
Loren Leleux

R. E. Parker
USDA-ARS
Stoneville Mississippi
I

Stuart C. Irby Company

112 .

. Robert C. Milner
Miss. Seed Imp . Assoc.
Box 27 5
State College Mississippi
I

R. A. Jackson
Rose Seed Company
Box 489
Clarksdale, Mississippi

815 S . State Street
Jackson, Mississippi

W. D. McNeel
Miss. Forestry Commiss-ion
1106 State Office Building
Jackson Mississippi

I

· Mrs . C . A. Spragins
Refuge Se ed & Delinting Co .
Greenville, Mississippi

120

130

129
127

132

134

135

133

137

138

136

140

141

139

142

143

121
MISSISSIPPI (CONT'D)

MISSOURI (CONT'D)

127.

Hilton Tarver
Stoneville Pedigreed Seed Co.
Stoneville Mississippi

136 .

R. 0. Thomas
USDA-ARS
Stoneville Mississippi

137 .

I

128.

I

129.

130 .

131.

William W . Thompson
Miss . Fed era ted Coop .
Canton / Mississippi
L. H. Tomlin
Rose Seed Company
Box 489
Clarksdale / Mississippi
G . F. Vaughn

Gene Dametz
MFA Seed Division
Marshall/ Missouri
Earling T. Jacobson
. USDA Soil Conservation Ser .
Plant Materials Center
Box 108
Elsberry Missouri
I

138.

Earl Zimmerman
MFA Seed Division
Marshall / Missouri

NEBRASKA
139 .

Miss . State Dept. of Agriculture
Jackson Mississippi
I

Gerry Smith
Nebraska Hybrid Seed Growers
Box 4408
Lincoln Nebraska
I

132.

Bill Wallace
I
Wallace Equipment Company
Box 376
. Cleveland 1 Mississippi

NORTH CAROLINA
140 .

MISSOURI

Stacy Bass
McNair Seed Company
P . 0 " Box 7 06
Laurinburg North Caro li na
I

133.

Steve Bartkoski
Ru dy-Patrick Seed Company
12 12 W . 8th Street
Station A
Kansas City Missou ri

14 L

Kelly Dozier
Watson Seed Farms I nc .
Box 1099
Rocky Mou nt North Carolina
1

I

I

134.

Mrs. Steve Bartko ski
Rl.ldy-Patrick Seed Company
1212 W . 8th Street
Kansas City Missou ri

142 .

Ro bert Hardee
Seed Department
Farmers C o op . Exchange
Ra l eigh , North Carolina

I

135 .

Charles J. Black
MFA Seed Division
Marsha ll/ Missouri

. 143 .

Foil McLaughlin
No rth Carolina Crop Imp . Assoc .
State C o llege Station
Raleigh North Carolina
I

122

146

145

144

148

151

150

149

153

152

155

156

158

159
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NORTH CAROLINA (CONT'D)
144.

· SOUTH CAROLINA (CON'T)

Bruce Shands
North Carolina Dept. of Agri.
Raleigh North Carolina

151.

George Spain
North Carolina Dept. of Agri.
·Seed Testing Division
State College Station
Raleigh North Carolina

152 .

I

1

145.

Henry Odom
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
Hartsville South Carolina
I

153.

1

Joe S. Vines
South Carolina Dept. of Agri.
Columbia South Carolina
1

NORTH DAKOTA
146.

F. H. Corley
South Carolina Dept. of Agri.
. Columbia South Carolina

Mark L. Jendro
Agronomy Seed Farms
Casselton North Dakota

TENNESSEE
154.

1

Roy C. Brown
Seed Service Company Inc.
P. 0. Box 2033 DeSoto Station
Memphis 2 Tennessee
I

OHIO

1

147.

Lamar Steen
Landmark Seed Corn Plant
Box 445
South Charleston Ohio

155 .

Mrs • . Roy C . Brown
Seed Service Company Inc .
P . 0 . Box 2033 DeSoto Station
Memphis 2 Tennessee
I

I

I

148 .

Mrs. Lamar Steen
Landmark Seed Corn Plant
Box 445
South Charleston Ohio

156 .

I

Wa liace H. Earl
Semmes Bag Company
7 15 Lind e n Avenue
Memphis Tennessee
I

157 .

PENNSYLVANIA
149.

Vincent J. Palau
Mercator Corporation
P. 0. Box 142
Reading Pennsylvania
I

SOUTH CAROLINA
150.

David L. Allen
Coker ' s Pedigreed Seed Co.
Hartsville South Carolina
I

Norman Herod
Green Bro . Seed Company
Box 995
Nashvi lle

158 .

I

Tennessee

David Hu rt
Hurt Seed Company
Halls Tennessee
1

159 • . Mrs . David Hu rt
Hurt Seed Compa ny
Halls Tennessee
1

124

162

163
164

167

170

173

175

176

125
TENNESSEE (CONT'D)

TEXAS (CONT'D)

160.

169.

James E. Fisk
McGregor Milling & Grain Co.
Box 477
McGregor, Texas

170.

D . T. Dailey
E.!. DuPont de Nemours Co. ,Inc .
Industrial & Biochemical Dept.
Grasselli Products
1100 E. Holcombe Blvd.
Houston, Texas

171.

Glen H. Jones
Tate & Roe Equipment Co.
5542 Dyer Street
Dallas, Texas

172.

RaymondMaciel
Conlee Seed Company
P. 0. Box 7247
Waco, Texas

17 3.

Robert Metzer
Conlee Seed Company
p . 0 . Box 7 247
Waco, Texas

174 .

James H. Moore
Sutton , Steele & Steele
1031 S . Haskell
Dallas , Texas

17 5 .

Bob Pinkerton
Pa y master Seed Farm
Box 1632
Plainview, Texas

176 .

R. J. Richardson
Paymaster Seed Farm
Box 1632
Plainview, Texas

R. H. Marsh
Yale & Towne
3340 Poplar Avenue
Memphis 11, Tennessee

161.

James Meadows
T. J. Crook & Son
Luray, Tennessee

16 2.

C. K. G. · Sumara
Wynnburg Cotton Company
Wynnburg, Tennessee

163. · Mrs. C.K.G. Sumara
Wynnburg Cotton Company
Wynnburg, Tennessee
164.

Bernie B ~ Turner
Bernie B. Turner Processing Co.
Lyles, Tennessee

165 . William L. Warren
Morton Chemical Company
1087 Kraft Road
Memphis, Tennessee
TEXAS
166 .

Bill C raigen
Rice Pasture Experimental Sta.
Rt. 5, Box 366
Beaumont, Texas

167 .

Mrs. Bill Craigen
Rice Pa 's ture Experimental Sta.
RL 5 , Box366
Beaumont, Texas

168.

Robert Estes
McGregor Milling & Grain Co.
Box 477
McGregor , Texas

126

178

177

181

182

179

180

183

184

186

185

188

187

189
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TEXAS (CONT'D)

WASHINGTON (CONT'D)

177.

Tom Vannerson
Fred Pores berg & Sons , Inc.
Arlington , . Texas

185.

178 .

Granville Webb

Bill Gregg
Washington State University
Department of Agronomy
Pullman, Washington

Paymaster Seed Farm
Box 1632
Plainview, Texas
17 9.

Jack Willis
Conlee Seed Company
P. 0. Box 7247
Waco, Texas

186.

Lima, Peru
MEXICO
187.

David Flores
La bora torio De Semillas
Secretaria De Agricultura
Y Canaderia
Chapingo, MEXICO

188.

Fedrico Poey, Jr .
Semillas · Mejoradas
Mexico City, Mexico

189 .

Mrs. Fedrico Poe y, Jr.
Semillas Mejoradas
Mexico City, Mexico

VIRGINIA
180.

181.

18 2 .

R. C. Lanier
Virginia Crop Imp. Assoc.
Foundation Seed Section
Star Route
Amelia, Virginia
Mrs. R. C. Lanier
Virginia Crop Imp. Assoc.
Foundation Seed Section
Star Route
Amelia, Virginia
Winston K. Pendleton
Universal Dynamics Corp .
P. 0. Box 9080
Alexandria , Virginia

WASHINGTON
183 .

A. E. , Evenson
Sun Basin Growers, Inc.
Moses Lake, Washington

184.

Georg e T . Gibson
Sun Basin Growers, I nc.
Moses Lake , Washington

Luis VEGA Bancalari
Agrarian University

LIST OF PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
IN THE SEED TECHNOLOGY lABORATORY
MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Air and Screen Cleaners
Clipper

Model Super X-29D

I

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
1

Clipper
Crippen

II

Model M -2B

1

I

Model H-534-A

II

Crippen Manufacturing Company
Alma ,Mighigan
I

Crippen

I

Model 334-A

Vac-A-Way

I

Farm Model

II

II

J. W. Hance Manufacturing Co.
Westerville

I

Ohio

Aspirator
Electric Sorting Machine Co.
5134 Glenmont Drive
Houston Texas

Pneumatic Separator

I

Belt Separator
Ross Beet Seed Draper (Inclined Belt)

J. J. Ross Mill Furnishing Co.
Portland

I

Oregon

Buckhorn Separator
Sutton

I

Steele and Steele

Sutton Steele and Steele
1031 S. Haskell
Dallas 23 Texas
I

I

Inc.

I

Corn Graders
Morecorn Grader

I

Model 2 SA

Universal Hoist and Mfg. Co.
1326 Waterloo Road
Cedar Falls Iowa
1

Rock-It Corn Grader

I

Model S-4

Superior Separator Company
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins Minnesota
I
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Conveyors
Burrows Belt Conveyor, Model R-13-3/4HE

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston Illinois
I

Clipper Vibrating Conveyor

A. T Ferrell .& Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw , Michigan

Universal Belt Conveyor, Model H-2

Universal Hoist and Mfg. Co.
1326 Waterloo Road
Cedar Falls , Iowa

0

Debearder
Clipper

A. To Ferrell & Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw, Michigan

Dehumidifiers
Dryomatic , . Mode l 50

Dryoma tic Corporation
Box 591
Alexandria , Virginia

Una-dyn , Mode l A3 0LT

Universal Dynamics Corp.
Alexandria Virginia
1

Elevators
Burrows Cu p Type , Model 50

Burrows Cu p Type , Model 200
Gordonbilt Airlift , 1-H . Po

II

II

Gordon Machinery Corporation
P. 0 . Box 1452
.Marysvi le , California

John F o Grisez

Lift-Master Airlift , 2-H. P

Bu rrows Equipment Company *
1 316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston , Illinois

John F o Grisez Company
Cro ws Landing , California
0

Ho l zinger Brothers
10 140 South Shoemaker Avenue
Sante Fe Springs , California
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Elevators (Cont'd.)
Seedburo Cup Type, Model 200

Seedburo Equipment Company
618 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 6, Illinois

Universal Cup Type, Model B2

Universal Hoist & Mfg. Co.
1326 Waterloo Road
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Universal Cup Type, .Model C2

II

II

Gravity Tables
Forsberg, Model 40-V

Fred Forsberg & Sons, Inc.
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Oliver, Model 50-A

Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Sutton, Steele & Steele
Model AX-250

Sutton,Steele & Steele, Inc.
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23, Texas

Hullers and Scarifiers
Clipper, Eddy-Giant

Clipper, Model HSC-2
Crippen, Model S

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West Michigan & Wh,eeler St.
Saginaw, Michigan
II

II

Crippen Manufacturing Co.
Alma, Michigan

Length Graders
Carter Disc Separator, Model 1522

Simon-Carter Company
655-19th Avenue, N. E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Carter Disc Separator, Model 1827

II

II

Carter Disc Separator, Model 1547

II

II

Hart Uni-Flow Cylinder Separator
Model 3

II

II

*
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Length Graders (Cont'd . )
Superior Length Grader (Cylinder)
· Model C-56

Superior Separator Company
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins , Minnesota

Magnetic Separators
John F . Grisez Company
Crows Landing California

John F o Grisez

1

Mixers
Mac Lellan Batch Mixer
Model 1

*

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston Illinois
I

Roll Mills (Dodder)
Clipper, 10 rolls

Ao T. Ferrell & Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw , Michigan

Wars co

W. A. Rice Company
Jerseyville Illinois

I

8 rolls

1

Scales
Apex Bagging Machine

I

Model D-100

Burrows Equipment C o mpany
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston

I

Illi noi s

Fairbanks - Morse, 1000# Platform Scales

II

II

Fairbanks -Morse , 2500# Warehouse Scales

II

II

Waymatic

*

Waymatic Welding & Fabricating Co .
Fulton Kentu cky
I

Seed Treaters
Gustafs on Mist-0-Matic

1

Model MlOO

Gustafson Mist - 0 - Matic M odel M400

Be n Gu stafson & Sons Mfg . Co.
1031 Center Avenue
Moo rehead , .Minnesota

"

II
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Seed Treaters (Cont'd)
Panogen Automatic

Model US 6 0-C

I

Panogen Incorporated
llO N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6 Illinois
1

1

Panogen Automatic

Model MC

I

II

II

Spiral Separator
Krus sow Double Spiral

Cleland Manufacturinc Co.
2800 Washington Aven. North
Minneapolis 10 Minnesota
1

Width and Thickness Grader
Carter Precision Grader

Simon-Carter Company
655-l9th Avenue N. E.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

1

*Supplier
LIST OF LABORATORY MODEL
SEED PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Air and Screen Cleaners
Miniature Clipper

I

Model 29-D

A. T. Ferrell & Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw Michigan
1

Clipper

I

Office Model

II

II

Aspirator
Superior Fractionating

Superior Separating Company
121 Washington Avenue
Hopkins Minnesota
1

Debearder
Clipper

A. T. Ferrell & Company
West-Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw Michigan
1
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MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Dockage Tester

Simon-Carter Company
655-19th Avenue , N • . E.
Minneapolis , Minnesota

Carter, Model XT 1

Electrostatic Separators
Carpco, Model HP-16

Carpco Research & Eng . Co .
P. 0 . Box 3272
Jacksonville 6, Florida

Coronatron

Ding ' s Magnetic Separator Co .
4740 West Electric Avenue
Milwaukee 46 Wisconsin
1

Gravity Tables
Forsberg

Fred Forsberg & Sons , Inc.
Thief River Falls , Minnesota

Oliver Stoner

Oliver Manufacturing Company
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Sutton, Steele & Steele
Model V-135A

Sutton, Steele & Steele, Inc.
1 031 Sou th Haskell
Dallas 23 Texas
I

Kvarnmaskiner Laboratory Cleaning Plant
Type KM

A/B Kvammaskiner
Malmo , Sweden

This plant consists of the following equipment:
Scourer (Hu ller)
Air Separator (Aspirator)
Shaking Sieve Sifter (2 Screen Cleaner)
Table Sepa rator (Gravity Separator)
Trieur {Cylinder Separator)
Length Graders
Carter , Test Cylinders

Carter , Test Disc

Simon - Carter Company
6 55 -1 9th Avenue, N . E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
II

"
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS

Length Graders (Cont'd.)
Superior, Test Cylinder

Superior Separator Company
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins , Minnesota

Magnetic Separators
Gompper- Mas chi nen Ges·eUshaft
m ob . H. - "Lilliput"

Buderich bei Dusseldorf
Grunstr 32, Postfach, Germany
U. S. Distributor:
Ulbeco, Incorporated
484 State Highway 17
Paramus, New Jersey

Roll Mi ll (Dodder)
W . A. Rice

W. A. Rice Seed Company
Jerseyville, Illinois

Roll Mill built by the Seed Technology Laboratory
Scalper
Clipper, Model 1297-1

A. T. Ferrell and Company
West ~ Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw, Michigan

Scarifier
Forsberg

Fred Forsberg & Sons , Inc.
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Screens
Complete set of Clipper 9" x 9"
Hand Screens

A. T. Ferrell & Company
West Michigan & Wheeler St.
Saginaw, Michigan

Seed Treater
Calkins

Calkins Manufacturing Co.
Spokane, Washington

Spiral Separator
Krussow Spiral

Cleland Manufacturing Co.
2800 Washington Avenue North
· Minneapolis 10 , Minnesota
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MANUFACTURERS

EQUIPMENT
Thresher
Vogel Head Thresher

Bill's Machine Shop
Pu llman Washington
1

Width and Thickness Grader
Carter Precision Grader

Simon-Carter Company
655 - l9th Avenue No E.
Minneapolis 1 Minnesota
1

Additional equipment includes ~ bag holders , sewi ng machines seed
probes moisture testers germinators ovens pu rity boards , seed dividers
seed cou nters ba lances , microscopes seed sampl e cabinets the
I

I

I

I

Vita scope

I

1

1

I

I

and other Laboratory equ ipmenL

Some of this equ ipment was contribu ted by :
Ben Gustafson & So n Manu facturing Company
Bu rrows Equipme nt Company
E, Lo Erickson Produ cts
Pa u l Hattawa y Company
Red head Bag ho lder Corporation
Seedbu ro Equ ipment C o mpany
Scie ntifi c Produ cts

I

